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Economic Index
Up 1.4% In May
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
said. The orders for consumer products
government said today its index
were received by manufacturers and
designed to show future economic
suppliers.
trends jumped 1.4 per cent in May, the
Other factors exerting an upward
fastest rate of increase in 10 months.
influence were a longer average work
The increase put the index of leading
week, a faster growth in cash held
indicators, a composite of a dozen
consumers and business, higher prices
statistics selected to foreshadow the
for key wholesale commodities, faster
future, 13 per cent ahead of where it
formation of new businesses and a
was a year ago, the Commer
greater volume of new building permits
ce
Department said.
issued.
The index, increasing steadily since
The largest factor holding back thi
March 1975, augured continued
index was the volume of contracts and
economic growth and steady creation of
orders received by manufacturers and
new jobs.
suppliers of factories and their
However, administration economists
facilities. That component declined 1.9
have said they expect the nation's total
per cent.
economic output, or Gross National
Also moving downward were stock
Product, for the current three-month
prices and the size of the money supply
period to grow at an annual rate of less
after adjustment for inflation.
than 5 per cent.
Unchanged where the layoff rate in
That would be well below the annual
manufacturing and the ease with which
rate of 8.7 per cent registered in the
companies obtain supplies.
first three months of the year.
The pace of deliveries of supplies is
The May jump in the leading intaken as an indicator of demand in the
dicators was the biggest monthly ineconomy, so that slower deliveries
crease since 2.8 per cent last July. It
mean higher demand.
doubled the increase of seven-tenths of
a per cent in April, revised downward
from an original 1.1 percent.
The Commerce Department said of 12
components in the index, six advanced,
two were unchanged, three declined
and one was not available in time to
be
included.
The volume of new orders, up 5.2 per
Mrs. Billie Downing, director of the
cent in May, exerted the biggest upDivision
of Learning Disorders at
ward push on the index,the department
Murray State University, has been
g############ lllllllllllll llllll llllll manila llllllimam appointed by Gov. Julian
M. Carroll to
the Steering Committee for the KenTODAY'S INDEX
tucky White House Conference on
STEEPLE REPAIR—The first Christian Church steeple is currently undergo
ing
Two Sections Today
Handicapped Individuals.
repair work, according to Dr. David Roos, minister at the church.
Rusting and
Local Scene
23
The 19-member steering committee
other deterioration is being repaired,and louvers will be placed
in the steeple
Horoscope
2
from Kentucky will be responsible for
to
keep pigeons out of the steeple. The steeple was erected
Dear Abby
on the church
2
planning a state conference and subwhen it was built, in 1904.
Opinion Page
sun Phew by David Hill
4
mitting a state report prior to the
Sports
67
National White House Conference in
a
?. Comics, Crossword
May,1977.
Classifieds
8,9
A member of the faculty at Murray
Deaths & Funerals
10
State since 1965, Mrs. Downing is an
Roses Section
8 Pages
associate professor in the Department
1111111111llllll llllllll14/#1
of Special Education. Her professional
experience also includes 13 years as an
elementary teacher and work in special
education as a teacher of remedial
reading and of the gifted, as a consultant in mental retardation, as a
Variable cloudiness and mild with a
coordinator of special education, and as
chance of rain tonight. Cloudy and
program director of the Outwood State
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — With little
person earning $8,000, and $204 for a
cooler with rain likely on Wednesday.
Hospital and School.
time to spare, the House appears ready
couple with no children and earning
Sunny and mild on Thursday. Lows
She earned the B.A. degree in
to give final congressional approval to a
$10,000.
tonight in the low to mid 60s. Highs
elementary education at the University
bill protecting Americans for another
On a voice vote with no debate or
Wednesday in the 70s to low 80s. Winds
of Louisville and the M. A. degree in
60 days against a $15-billion-a-year
dissent, the Senate agreed Monday to
southwesterly to 10 mph tonight.
special educata A George Peabody
increase in income taxes.
extend the tax cuts through Sept. 1. No
Chance of rain 40 per cent tonight and
College in NashviLe, where she has also
A vote could come today on
one in the House is fighting the ex60 per cent on Wednesday.
done additional graduate work.
legislation that would send a Senatetension, although key Democrats are
passed tax-cut extension to President
said to favor an extension only until
Ford, who is on record in favor of an
Aug. 16.
even-larger tax cut.
In agreeing to the 60-day extension,
Without the legislation, the package
the Senate concluded there is no way
of antirecession tax cuts enacted last
Congress can complete action in two
year would expire at midnight Wedmonths on a massive tax-revision bill
nesday, meaning higher taxes for
that would ex-tend the cuts for at least
virtually every family and, the experts
another year.
say, a heavy blow to the economy.
There has never been any doubt in
Hardest hit by a lapse in the tax cuts
Congress that the tax cuts would be
would be the nation's poorest families.
extended. It is now considered likely
A four-member family earning $6,000that the reductions will be made
a-year would face a $445 tax hike.
permanent, if not this year then next.
A family of four earning $15,000 would
(See Taxes, Page 10)
face a $180-a-year tax increase, as
would a single person earning $25,000.
The increase would be $182 for a single
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Fiscal Court
Passes Budget
For Next Year
against the passing.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
In other action, the magistrates
approved a $877,770 budget for the
approved the audits of individual ofcounty Monday, but turned down a
fices in the court house.
proposed set of bylaws for the MurrayCounty Sheriff Maurice Wilson was at
Calloway County Hospital Board.
Meeting in special session Monday, the meeting Monday, asking for adthe magistrates approved the budget, ditional secretarial help in his office.
The magistrates took no action on the
which calls for increases in several
issue, choosing rather to let Wilson
departments. Revenue sharing funds
handle the problem.
will bring an additional $294,474 into
Sheriff _Wilson told the court that new
county coffers, of which $194,474 has
legislation has forced his office to inbeen budgeted for the 1976-77 fiscal
spect all out-of-state cars that are
year.
licensed here, a chore that had been
The Murray-Calloway County Airport
shared by other law enforcement ofwill receive $4,600, up $1,000 over last
ficials. The Sheriff told the court that if
year, and the rescue squad has been
he doesn't receive more help he will be
allocated $8,000.
forced to pull deputies off night patrol
The magistrates, however, turned
to help with the office duties.
down a set of bylaws for the hospital
"There won't be any more night
board. The bylaws narrowly passed the
patrol, and we'll just have to get to
city council on a 6-5 vote, and were a
investigating) break-ins when we
source of controversy from several
can," Wilson said. "I can't pay deputies
angles.
to patrol the county roads at night, and
The squires objected mainly to the
manner in which the board members then pay them to help in the office
could be appointed in the future, during the daytime."
The Sheriff's office must now inspect
fearing that the city and county
all out-of-state cars to guard against
governments would have little or no
stolen vehicles. The $3 inspection fee is
control over the running of the hospital.
set by the state, and none of that money
The court did not reflect on the
goes into the sheriff's office. Wilson
current board members, or the manner
said. The entire amount collected goes
in which the hospital is being run; their
into the county treasury at the end of
only concern was on future apthe year. Wilson estimated that the new
pointments to the board.
law will increase his office's revenue by
Judge Robert 0. Miller voted in favor
at least $60,000 per year, all of which
of passing the bylaws, while the
will go to the county
remaining four magistrates voted

State Unemployment
Rate Down Last Month
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API— Kentucky's unemployment rate fell to 5.6
per cent in May, according to figures
released by the state Department for
Human Resources.
Calloway County's unemployment
rate for the same period was well below
the state average. The local unemployment rate was 3.9 per cent for the
month of May. Western Kentucky's
wah
rate aw5asi also
rnathr state average,
cent
below
The national rate for May was 6.7 per
cent, the department said Monday.
Between April and May, increased
hiring lowered the unemployment rate
throughout the state, said Robert
MacDonald, the department's chief
tabor market analyst.
The jobless rate was lowest in the
Bluegrass area, where it fell from 3.6
per cent in April to 3.5 per cent in May,
MacDonald said.
Unemployment dropped
most
sharply in north-central Kentucky, he
said, though that area still had the
state's highest rate — 6.7 per cent, the
same as the national a verave
MacDonald said the north-central
area's reduction in joblessness from 7.3
per cent in April was the most
significant decline in the state and

"accounts for almost half of the drop in
the state's unemployment in the Aprilto-May period."

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
Bonding Association of Kentucky must
file a response by Friday to a motion by
the attorney general that would allow
Kentucky's new bailbond law to be
enforced statewide.
Atty. Gen. Robert Stephens filed a
motion with the Kentucky Supreme
Court Monday, asking the court to
sulpend a Jefferson Circuit Court
injunction of April 28.
Judge Charles Anderson issued the
injunction after declaring unconstitutional a section of the law which
outlawed commercial bailbonding. The
injunction enjoined the state from
enforcing that part of the law,
However, on appeal by the state, the
Kentucky Supreme Court found the new
law constitutional

Clarification Of
Murray Civic Music
Patrons Is Given

Bill Call, president of the Murray Stale University Amateur Radio Club,
discusses emergency procedures with Jim Taylor, Paris, during the annual
national field exercises held Saturday and Sunday, June 26-27. More than
12,000 ham operators throughout the United States and Canada participated. The MSU society held its exercise at Colson Overlook in TVA's
Land Between The Lakes. Ham operators provide a vital link for communications during periods of national disaster such as floods and
earthquakes. During the 2-day trial, the operators simulate a disaster providin
g
their own power generation and supplementary antennas. The Murray
State dub contacted more than 700 other clubs throughout the country
during the 48-hour period.

Patrons of Murray Civic
Association were described in a recent
news release as those who donated $50
or more above ticket prices.
According to Mrs. A.C. LaFollette,
member of the Board in charge of
patron donations, patrons are those
who give $10 or more above season
ticket prices.
Mrs. LaFollette expressed gratitude
to those individuals and businesses who
were so generous last year. When
patrons were honored at the opening
dinnec for workers last year, colored
ribbons indicated the category of the
donation.
Categories included $10 to $49,
patrons; $50 to $99, sustaining patrons:
$100 and up, benefactors, if individuals:
or corporate sponsors, if businesses.
"Murray is a community that succeeds in whatever it undertakes." SO.!
Mrs. LaFollette, "and I have no doubt
that we can expect the same en- *
thusiasm and support we had last
season. That support helped us to bring
an unusually fine concert series for this
year."
Working with Mrs. i,aFollette on
plans for the membership and patron
campaign are Mrs. John C. Winter and
Mrs. Douglas Abbott.

CHRISTOPHER RESPONDS TO HONOR—Maurice P. Christopher, who
retired May 31 after 19 years on the
chemistry faculty at Murray State University, gestures as he gives his respons
e at a dinner in his honor on the campus on Saturday evening, June 26. Shown (from left) at the table with
Christopher are his wife fuletta, his granddaughter Shannon (almost hidden), his daughter Cathy, and Roberta
Whitnah, also retired from the chemistry
faculty. Christopher was presented with a trolling motor, a plaque, a collecti
on of letters, a color photograph of his
colleagues, a Kentucky Colonel Commission, and a Duke of Paducah Award.
Dr. Pete Panzera, chairman of the
Department of chemistry anisiCseelogy,served as the master of ceremonies during
the program.
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Hubby's Torrid Verse:
Fantasy or Fact?
By Abigail Van Buren
1976 tr,Ch.caga, 7 ,,Owne

v News Syncl I,

DEAR ABBY I would like to know if I am living with a
talented poet or an incurable woman-chaser.
My husband and I are in our late middle years, and I
thought him loyal until I found in his desk several hundred
love poems he admits he composed himself. Some are as
bland as unsalted popcorn, but most are more like
enchiladas!
These impassioned paeans of pleading, praise and ecstasy
contain the names of more than a dozen women - Ginny,
Julie, Linda. Jackie, Edna. Florence, etc. All, he insists, are
casual encounters about whom he has fantasized.
Is it possible that there is no foundation whatsoever for
all these torrid "love affairs" he so vividly described in his
poems? Just how much "poetic license" should one be
permitted?
POET'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Poets have vivid imaginations, but the
only way you can tell whether your husband is fantasizing
or philandering is to catch him in the latter. Meanwhile,
renew his license and forget it.
DEAR ABBY: I wonder if you or your readers can come
up with an answer to my problem.
I've just moved into a new home. My next-door neighbor
is very likeable, and I enjoy her company. However, I visit
her home only upon invitation.
Not so with her. She is at my door at least twice a day.
Each day her visits become longer. Friday she stayed from
12 noon until 3 p.m. Today (Monday) she was here from
noon until 3 p.m. again. Today I scrubbed the kitchen floor
and turned on the dishwasher. Conversation was difficult,
but it didn't slow her down.
In another town, six years ago, I had the same problem
When I suggested to my neighbor that perhaps she was
visiting me too much, she left in a huff and never spoke to
me again. I felt a loss as she, too, was a nice person whom I
enjoyed as a friend.
I don't want to lose my new neighbor's friendship in the
same way, but I don't want to resort to leaving my home
daily just to avoid her. How can I discourage her in a way
that will retain the friendship on a less frequent basis?
NEEDS SUGGESTIONS
DEAR NEEDS: Take your choice. You can keep quiet
and let your neighbor barge in whenever she pleases for as
long as she likes. Or you can tell her in a nice way that you
need more time to yourself, so you'd appreciate it if she
would please call first.
If she rejects your friendship because of your frankness,
it's preferable to being trapped in your own home or having
to leave just to avoid her. Who needs friends like that?

Golden Anniversary

Your Inchvidual Horoscope
Frances Drake

Tuesday,June 29
Friday, July 2
Murray Star Chapter No.
Dinner, hosted by Murray433 OES will have a called Calloway County Associates
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the for Freed-Hardeman College,
Masonic Hall.
Henderson, Tenn., will be at
North Elementary School
Tuesday, June 29
from five to six p.m. Ira North
Murray TOPS Club will
will be guest speaker at six
meet at Immanuel Luthern
p.m. Tickets are.$6.00 and
Church at seven p.m.
may be purchased from
Martha Alls, Mary Frances
Wednesday,June 30
Rangers, ages 8 to 15, WOW Thompson, Karen Bolls, or
will leave the Municipal Janice Rose.
Parking lot at 6:15 a. m. for
Annual Singing-On-TheOpryland, Nashville, Tenn.,
Lake will continue at
and return at 9:30 p.m.
Gilbertsville airport at eight
p.m.
Wednesday, June 30
J. N. Williams Chapter of
Saturday, July 3
the UDC will meet at the home
First Baptist Church will
of Mrs. Leonard Vaughn at ten
have a picnic and note burning
a.m.
ceremony from two to eight
Murray Open Duplicate p.m. at Jonathan Creek
Bridge Club will meet at seven Baptist Assembly. Bring
folding chair, silvarware and
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
food. Potluck supper will be
Brn4^ 1w-a be played at 9:30 served at six p.m., rain or
Humphries as shine.
a.n.ceictnMary
e
hostess, and golf at 9:30 a.m.
Saturday, July 3
with Janice Stubblefield as
Mr. and Mrs. Elburn Thweatt
Annual Singing-On-Thehostess on No. 1 Tee, at the
Mr.
and Mrs. Elburn Thweatt of Kirksey Route One will
Lake will have its closing
Oaks Country Club.
night at the Gilbertsville celebrate their fiftieth wedding anniversary on Sunday, July 4,
with a reception at the Bank of Marshall County Lounge, BenGolf will be played at nine airport at eight p.m.
ton,from two to four p.m.
a.m. at the Murray Country
Saturday, July 3
No formal invitations are being sent. All friends and
Club with Carol Hibbard as
Era of Iron will be shown at relatives are invited to attend the celebration given by their
women's golf hostess.
Center Furnace, land Bet- three children.
ween the Lakes, at 9:30 a.m.
The Thweatts were married July 4, 1926, at Paris, Tenn.
Thursday, July 1
and two p.m.
Mrs. Thweatt, the former Eunice Mason,is the daughter of the
- Happy
Birthday
late Jim P. and Leonia Lyles Mason. Mr. Thweatt is the son of
America," a bicentennial
the late James Edgar and Bertha Sullivan Thweatt.
Sunday,July 4
program, will be presented by
They are the parents of three children—Dayton of Mayfield
Homecoming and basket
the Senior Citizens and Golden
dinner for all former residents Route Six, Anna Lee Arant of Murray, and James Larry of
Agers at the Ellis Community
and friends of Land Between Lynn Grove.
Center at 1:30 p.m. The public
Grandchildren are Glynda, Gena, David, Terry, Renee, and
the Lakes will be held at
is invited.
Model, Tenn., from one to 4:30 Linda Thweatt, Steve Arant, and Jane Arant Morris. Three
p.m. For information contact step grandchildren are Darrel, Dennis, and Danny Miller.
Thursday,July 1
Annual Singing-On -The- Marvin Allen, Jr., 1-901-232- They also have two great grandchildren, Seth and Jesse Arant,
Lake will start at eight p.m. at 7378.
and five step great grandchildren, Amy, Todd, Dana,
the airport at Gilbertsville.
Jonathan,and Jeffrey Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Elburn
Thweatt of Kirksey Route One Golden Age Club Plans Activities
Thursday,July 1
will be honored with a
WMU Day will be held at
The Golden Age group will your own silverware and a
reception in observance of
have a picnic pot-luck lun- prize for games. The beverage
Jonathan Creek Baptist
their 50th wedding anAssembly starting at 9:30 a.m.
cheon with the Paris Senior will be furnished.
This will be for eleven niversary at the Bank of Citizens on Friday, July 9 at
Marshall County Lounge,
There will be no meeting on
associations with Kathryn
Paris Landing State Park.
Benton,fro4two to four p.m.
Jasper in charge of the
Members are requested to July 2. However, the group
4* meet at the First United will participate jointly with
program. Tickets for lunch
All churches with bells will Methodist
and registration are $2.50.
church grounds, the Murray Senior Citizens at
ring for a period of two
Murray, at eleven a.m. a Bicentennial program on
minutes at one p.m. in
F?rsons are asked to bring July 1 at the Ellis Center,
Thursday, July I
celebration of the BicenCalloway County Library tennial. This is
being coorBoard of Trustees is scheduled dinated by the
Murra
to meet at seven p.m.
do •
Woman's Club.

FOR WEDNESDAY, JUNE 30, 1970
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 4Y1
F
4
Tackle that difficult job
you've been postponing, and
your anxieties will vanish.
Facing a problem head-on is
half its solution.
TAURUS
1'd
(Apr. 21 to May 21i (3
Superiors should be receptive
to your ideas now. Advance
your best ones - but tactfully,
of course. Romance and travel
also favored.
GEMINI
Un9"
kMay 22 to June 21)
Your ambitions and normally
bright, enterprising self can be
given full rein now. You are in a
position to make practical longrang plans.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23
Searching for offbeat avenues
toward achievement could lead
you astray. Do the best you can
in your own field.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 11244C
Let your instincts guide you
now since your chances of attaining goals are excellent.
Imagination and a little daring
could pay off handsomely.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23
Keep things moving, and with
well-planned design. A "wait
and see" attitude could only
stifle enthusiasm on this
somewhat problematic day.
Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 Arl
ILIER
Patience will be needed in a
few tricky spots but day, on the
whole, has a big potential.
Avoid haste, undue anxiety
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
Auspicious influences favor
partnerships, promise cooperation in putting over new deals
and projects. Don't procrastinate.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21! )(11ki
Don't let good chances pass
you by. Capitalize on your
talents and be optimistic about
the day. It will be brighter than
you realize.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Be cautious in expansion,
promotional efforts. Mostly, do
not force issues where opposition seems unusually
strong

Women of the Murray
Moose Lodge will meet at
eight p.m.

County wide worship service, sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway County
Events scheduled in Land Ministerial
Association, will
Between the Lakes are a
be held at seven p.m. at the
Woodland Walk to start at First Baptist
Church with Dr
Center Station at 5:30 p.m. Van Bogard
Dunn ;1,; -zpec.A'
and a Night Visual to start at speaker.
Center Station at eight p.m.

AQUARIUS
(Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
Here is one of those choice
periods where your personality,
ambitions and know-how, wellharnessed, can help you achieve
top-flight records.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A new contact may give you
an unusual idea for furthering
your goals. Your keenness and
convincing words should help
you in adapting and putting it
over.
YOU BORN TODAY TODAY
unlike most Cancerians, are
inclined to be an extremist and
highly unpredictable. Paradoxically, however, you are a
conservative at heart and tend
to be exceedingly displeased
with nonconformists. It is extremely difficult for you to see
the "other fellow's" point of
view if it conflicts with your
own. Ti-)' to overcome this trait
lest you make many enemies as
you career along life's path
You are keenly analytical in
your thinking and have an affinity for intellectual pursuits.
Fields best suited to your
talents, writing, the stage,
music, botany, chemistry and
salesmanship. Birthdate of:
Susan Hayward, film star;
Lena Horne, popular singer.

Tennis Lineups
At Club Are Listed
Lineups for Group A of the
Women Tennis' Play for
Thursday, July 1, at the
Murray Country Club have
been released by the captain,
Peggy Billington, as follows:
Nine a.m.--Corine Stripling,
Peggy Billington, Janice
Austin,
and
Brenda
Marquardt.
a.m.—Rainey
Nine
Apperson, Janie Housden,
Lois Keller, and Patsy Oakley.
10:30 am.—Betty Jo Purdom, Nancy Walston, Ann
Burke,and Nancy Whitrner.
10:30 am.—Shirley Homra,
Betty Hunter, Ann Williams,
and Ellen Harrell.
Any person unable to play is
asked to send a substitute,
Mrs. Billington said.
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DEAR ABBY: Why did you have to write that column
saying Indian men were better lovers than white men?
There are enough white women throwing themselves at
Family potluck dinner will
my half-Mohawk husband without giving them added
Friday, July 2
be held at five p.m. at the
incentive.
Color slides and life Murray Country
Please tell those love-hungry white women that if they
Club with
want an Indian lover, they should have married one, as I specimens of reptiles of Land Messrs and Mesdames Jim Ed
Between the Lakes will be Diuguid, Jack
did.
Belote, Matt
MARY FROM SYRACUSE shown at Center Station at two Sparkman, and A. C. Sanders
p.m.
in charge of arrangements.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send Si to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif 90212. Please enclose a long. ir-ra-g-r-garg-nrictrrirrtra-rtiarrlfrisTh
self-addressed, stamped (24t) envelope

LIBRARY NOTES
From Margate rrevothan

At

All Seats
One Dollar

Theatre,

OMAN.

MOM IN MURRAY
Thru Wed. I

7 Action Hits

Thru Wed.

"Dirty Mary, Crazy Larry"(PG)
7 20 Orli
Plus
9:00
"Vanishing Point" (PG) Only
WI 1C01411 TO T141
13*.((STOUT

r

. Yalta,

Ili Se
Cttv

"Dixie Dynamite"(PG)
"Bonnies Kids"(R)
Each Feature Shown Once Only

New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
.STRANGER
AT
WILDINGS, by Madeleine
Brent. Doubleday.
This is the story of a spirited
young woman of eighteen, who
has left an unhappy past in
England and made a new life
for herself as a trapeze artist
in a small touring circus.
PATCHWORK
THE
MOUSE, by Joseph Hixon.
Doubleday.
Mr. Nixon, a medical and
science reporter, writes on the
controversial cancer research
methods and the authenticity
of
scientific
some
breakthroughs.
BOOKBINDING AS A
HANDCRAFT, by Manly
Banister. Sterling.
If you have books, paperbacks or periodicals that are
precious to you, and you want
to extend their life and
usefulness, you will find help
in repairing and rebinding
them by following the step-bystep instructions in this book.
NICOLE RONSARD'S NOEXCUSE
EXERCISE
GUIDE, by Nicole Ronsard.
Morrow.
The idea of this book is to try
to make use of any moment of
the day to give your muscles
quick, effective workouts.
KID'S
CLOTHES, by
Meredith Gladstone. Morrow.
From four basic sewing
patterns, one can make an
entire year-round wardcobe

T—Shirts

for a boy or girl, ages one to
five, the author states.
AMERICAN FOLK TOYS,
by Dick Schnacke. Putnam.
The book contains instructions, diagrams and the
list of materials needed to turn
out 85 classic American folk
toys.
THE DINOSAUR BITE, bk
Ruth Moore. Morrow.
The principal setting is the
offshore islands of Maine, anil
the
story
concerns.
specifically, Will McCarren
and his brood of six noik
motherless children.

Price

Sale

Scarves
Hats

UDC Chapter To

Sale

Meet Wednesday

All
Spring 8 Summer

The J. N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy
will
meet
Wednesday, June 30, at ten
a.m. at the home of Mrs
Leonard Vaughn with Mrs
Joe Chambers as cohostess.
Officers for 1976-77 will be
installed, and all members an,
urged to attend, a spokesman
said.

Sportswear

Eastern Star To
Hold Meet Tonight
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will hold a called meeting
tonight( Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
at the Masonic Hall. An
initiation will be held.
All members are urged to
attend, a chapter spokesman
said.
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Bullard and Hill Vows Read At
Emmanuel Baptist Church Here
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Rex Diuguid of Murray has
is presently employed by been dismissed from the
General Tire Company of Western Baptist Hospital,
Ntayfield.
Paducah.
After the reception the
PADUCAH PATIENT
couple left for a wedding trip
Mrs. Charles Knott of
to Nashville, Tenn., with the
bride wearing a pale yellow Murray has been a patient at
knit suit. Mr and Mrs. Hill are Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
now residing at Murray Route
Two.
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Four-H Club Members Attend Dairy Camp
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Paul T. Clayton

410

At David Lipscomb
Paul T. Clayton, son of Dr.
and Mrs. James D. Clayton,
1304 Olive Boulevard, Murray,
has enrolled at David Lipscomb College for the summer
quarter.
A graduate of Murray High
School, Murray, he is
following a major program in
Bible-Speech. He was a News
Editor and also a member of
the chorus.
$

. Those placing
Keightley's Jerseys. judging contest
Eight 4-H members from and
ay County were:
night the group of 135 from Callow
Friday
Mike
Calloway County attended the
of the R. H. Jr. Division - 3rd place,
176 Kentucky Dairy Youth were guests
2nd
n
Divisio
Sr.
;
Rogers
Milburn family of Tranquil
Camp in Danville, recently.
Wyatt - 3rd
Kerry
place,
and
t
cookou
a
Hill Farm for
place, Kenneth Paschall - and
The camp schedule included hayride.
place, Dana Shipley.
6th
FFA
and
4-H
ed
visits to Ransdells Dairy,
One-hundr
Kentucky Dairy Youth
The
the
in
Pioneer Farms, HVF Jerseys, members competed
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ce is the name
Floren
Emily
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Rayburn
Mrs.
are the parents of a baby boy, chosen by Mr. and
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of
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Jeremiah Jackson, weighing
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,
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eleven
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21, at the Henry
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Monda
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They have one other child, County Genera
Tia, age two. The father is self Paris, Tenn.
employed.
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BARRETT BOY
Mrs.
Joe Rayburn and Mr.
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Jackso
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Kennet
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Barrett of Route One,
Buchanan, Tenn., are the
JACKSON BOY
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Wayne parents of a baby boy, Jesse
and
Mr.
Nick Hibbard of Murray has Jackson, Sedalia, announce Boyd, weighing six pounds six
been a patient at Lourdes the birth of a baby boy, Tye ounces, born on Thursday,
, placed
yKerry Wyatt, right, from Calloway County
Hospital, Paducah.
Wheeler, born on Monday, June 3, at the Murra
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the
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t
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g
second in the senior judgin
June 7, at the Murray- Calloway County Hospital.
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e.
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Calloway County Hospital.
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Mrs. Raymond B. Barrett of left to right, David Applemen,
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Benton and Mr.
Mrs. 0. C. McLemore is a Mrs. N. B. Wheeler of Sedalia
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,
County
patient at the Murray- and Mr. and Mrs. Marion Edward Glass of Buchanan, Wesley Joe Sanford, Shelby
Tenn.
Calloway County Hospital.
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Mr. and Mrs. William David Hill
Miss Jacquline Debbe baby's breath entwined with
Bullard daughter of Mr. and streamers of yellow and white
Mrs. Homer Bullard of satin ribbons, and tied with
Chesterton, Indiana, and love knots.
The flower girl, Candy
William David Hill, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Claud Hill of Far- Howard, wore a yellow long
mington, were married on dress, accented by white trim.
Friday, May 28, at 7:30 p.m. in She carried a basket of rose
a double ring candlelight petals.
Michael Lee, brother-in-law
ceremony at the Emmanuel
Independent Baptist Church of the groom, from FarPastor Grandville mington, served as best man.
with
The groomsman was Johnny
Courtney officiating.
The bride was given in Myers of Mayfield. Ushers
marriage by her parents, and were Tommy Patterson and
escorted to the altar by her Gene Taylor.
The men in the wedding
father. As the bride came
down the aisle, she stopped party wore black tuxedos,
and presented her mother with yellow ruffled shirts
with a yellow rose from her accented by black trim and
kiss. matching bow ties. The groom
a
and
bouquet
Immediately following the wore a white tuxedo accented
ceremony the bride presented by black trim and matching
were
the groom's mother with a lapel. The boutonnieres
ons.
carnati
white
yellow and
yellow rose.
Mrs. Bullard, mother of the
For her wedding she wore a
floor length gown of silk bride wore a floor length two
organza with alencon lace. piece gown of apricot knit,
chiffon
Seed pearls accented the fashioned with floral
empire bodice, A-line train. long sleeves with hand emHer veil was a mantiella broidery trim. Mrs. I-lill,
accented Venice lace trim. mother of the groom, was
She carried a bouquet of attired in a long gown of aqua
yellow roses, white car- knit, with chiffon sleeves.
nations, fugi mums, and Both wore matching orchid
corsages.
stephanotis.
Grandmother of the bride,
In the candlelight ceremony
Mary Watkins, of
the
Mrs.
as
said
were
the vows
wedding party stood before Murray was presented a
the eighteen branch, semi- lovely corsage. Lisa and
arched candelabrum entwined Lannette Kester, nieces of the
r.
with ivy. The family pews bride, kept the guest registe
ion
Recept
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hurric
were marked with
Following the wedding
lamps and tied with white
ny a reception was
and
ers,
ceremo
stream
satin bows and
which held at the Colonial House
daisies
yellow
duplicated the bridesmaids Smorgasbord.
The bride's table was
bouquets.
A program of nuptial music covered with white linen. The
was presented by Miss three tiered wedding cake
Margaret Bridges, a friend of centered the table with an
the bride from Cadiz. The arrangement of yellow roses.
soloist Mrs. Loma Boarders, Silver candle holders and
of Murray, life long friend of matching serving set graced
the bride's mother, sang the the bridal table.
Assisting at the reception
Wedding Song.
were Mrs. Patricia Courtney,
Attendants
The bride chose her sister Mrs. Rosetta Todd, and Mrs.
Mrs. Barbara Kester, of Laura Price.
The former Miss Bullard is
Chesterton, Indiana. as her
the
of
alumna of Hammond
an
Cousin
honor.
matron of
bride, Miss Donna Sutherland, Baptist High School, Hamof Hobart, Indiana, served as mond, Indiana. She attended
the bridesmaid. They wore Hyles-Anderson Baptist
Point,
Crown
identical floor length yellow College,
polyester organza over white Indiana, and is majoring in
taffeta dresses,fashioned with secretarial science at Murray
a square neckline, and empire State University. Murray. The
graduated from
waist. They carried yellow groom
High School. and
gton
with
Farmin
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What's
right with
America?
As an American, you have the right
to own property. And the Constitution
guarantees that you will not be deprived
of your property without due process
of law and just compensation.
You have the right of peaceable
and
assembly, in protest or otherwise,
nment
gover
your
on
the right to petiti
for redress of grievances.
As an American, you enjoy more
guaranteed liberties than any other
any
person from any other nation at
y.
histor
time in
Sure, America's not perfect, nor
will,it ever be to 100 per cent of its
citizens. But its government is still
for
"of the people, by the people, and
the people!'
And as long as we have that, we
work
have a free country. So let's all
way.
that
it
keep
to
together

We are pleased to or
flounce that Debra Hamby
bode elect of Steve Hole
has selected her Stainless
and Crystal from our corn
pieta bridal registry
Debra and Steve will b.
,
,,orried on July 24 1976

The Shon)cace
121 By-Pa...is
753-4541
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Camp is sponsored jointly by
the Kentucky Junior Jersey
Cattle Club and the Kentucky
Junior Holstein Association
and is coordinated by their
sponsors, Kathy Stubblefield,
and Garland M. Bastin from
the University of Kentucky.
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Sensing The News

.1

By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice President

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOW. THE USERY AFFAIR
public has reason to be
.ricafoundly shocked in mid-June when
Secretary of Labor W. J. Usery Jr.
leaders of the Teamsters
praised
Union, saying: "I truthfully can say in
my experience the Teamsters do an
outstanding job in representing their
members."
Secretary Usery's assertion that he
"believed in" the Teamster officials
Game a few minutes after Teamsters
`President Frank E. Fitzsirrunons told
Would-be reformers in the union "to go
to hell."
The statement by Mr. Usery makes
clear that he lacks the judgment to
serve as Secretary of Labor.
The record shows that the Teamsters
have a long history of underworld ties.
Last September, Sen. Robert Griffin of
Michigan gave a speech in the senate in
which he traced Teamster involvement
with racketeers. He reported on investigations showing fraud, bribery,
and other unlawful activites. He raised
a question as to what extent "the mob is
involved" in the control of Teamsters'
multi-million dollar pension funds.
Sen. Griffin noted that one Teamster
Fund—the Central States—takes in
about $100 million a year. He quoted a
Labor Department official as saying
tfiat there are enough allegations in a
recent series of investigative articles
-to keep two men in my office busy for
years."
Wasn't Mr. Usery aware of the
concern of officials in his Department?
First, why not? And how could he
praise the Teamsters when he knew of
serious allegations against Teamster
officials?
Sen. Griffin is concerned. He said in
his speech that "We cannot allow hardwon benefits earned by honest, decent
rank-and-file workers to be stolen or
squandered away."
Mr. Usery couldn't be unaware of
punalistic investigations into Teamster activities. Last Aug. 16, the Detroit
Free Press called for a full-scale
congressional investigation ." of the
Teamsters, referring to "the apparent
intrusion of racketeering into the affairs of the union, and the documented
abuses of the Teamsters members'
pension funds."
On Aug. 15, The Wall Street Journal
cited the "pattern of mob involvement
in the affairs of the nation's largest and
most powerful labor union." It pointed
out that two Teamster presidents—Dave Beck and Jimmy Hoffa were
Sent to prison. The McClellan Committee concluded that a prison record
:may be a "prerequisite" for advinicement in the Teamster firmament.
On Aug. 17, Clark R. Mollenhoff, the
'rioted investigative reporter, wrote in
she Flint, Mich., Journal that "reform
ielements in the union contend that the
„gangsters are more satisfied with .the
loose leadership of Fitzsimmons
IPresident of the Teamsters), who
permits them to operate about as they
please." He pointed to an arrogant
disregard of criticism of (Teamster)
:loans to mob figures in gambling enlerprises, race tracks, and plush motels
ind hotels in Florida,California and
Nevada."
'On Aug. 18, Newsweek reported that
'law enforcement officials believe that
millions ( in Teamster funds ) have been
siphoned off for the enrichment of union
officials and their friends in organized
crime."
The long delay in launching a fullscale investigation of mobster in-
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HARRIGAN
volvement in the affairs of the
Teamsters Union is unconscionable.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson (D-Wash.I is
chairman
of the
Permanent
Investigations Sub-committee with the
jurisdiction to order such a probe. What
is he waiting for?
In the meantime, President Ford has
an obligation to concerned citizens to
examine Secretary Usery's role as a
defender of the Teamster hierachy and
take appropriate action to restore
public confidence in the Labor Dept.

10 Years Ago
Mrs. Elizabeth Thomason, executive
secretary of the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red Cross,
resigned her position with the chapter
to become effective August 15. She has
served since the resignation of Mrs. Joe
Pace about two years ago.
A council has been called to meet at
the First Baptist Chapel, South Ninth
Street, on July 3 for the purpose of
organizing the Grace Baptist Church.
Approximately thirty members of the
First Baptist Church have been given
letters to form the Grace Church with
Rev. L. D. Wilson as pastor. Rev. B. R.
Winchester will speak at the July 3
meeting.
Mrs. Nancy Michaux died yesterday
at St. Louis, Mo.
Births reported include a boy, Bob, to
Mr. and Mrs. Plomer Futrell on June
22.
New officers of the American Legion
Auxiliary are Mrs. Ann Childers, Mrs.
I. H. Key, Mrs. M. Brausa, Mrs. Ivan
Outland, Mrs. David Henry, and Mrs.
Cohen Stubblefield.

20 Years Ago
Shitlye R. Rust and Darrell G.
Johnson completed recruit training at
the Marine Corps Recruit Training
Command,Parris Island,S. C.
M. C. Ellis was installed as president
of the Murray Lions Club at the ladies
night held at the South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church. Rue Overbey of
Murray is deputy district governor.
Miss Joann Spann, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bennie Spann, was married to
John' J. Simmons, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Simmons on June 16.
The Calloway Bow Hunters Club met
last night at the Albert Enix Carpenter
Shop on New Concord Road.
Sugar is advertised at a ten pound
bag for 89 cents in the Kroger Ad this
week.
-The Lieutenant Wore Skirts"
starring Tom Ewell and Sheree North is
showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre.

Isn't It The Truth
There are two things that never go
out of style — a feminine womanarid a
masculine man, and no matter how the
stylists scheme and strive to cover'
what comes naturally, concealment
only seems to emphasize the geunine —
like when a woman wears pants but still
wiggles where she should and a man
loosens his belt after dinner.

Garrott's Galley

Consumer Comment

A Case Of Switched Lights
And Lost Fog Bell Clapper

'Holder-In-Due-Course'
Doctrine Abolished

By M.C. Garrott
The thought of some of the frustrating
regulations being forced upon us by the
Occupation Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA has brought to
surface a letter, written in 1929 and
printed at one time in the late Hall
Allen's column in the Paducah SunDemocrat.
Dr. Harry Sparks shared his copy
with -me. It had been given to him by
Douglas Keen, the city attorney of
Scottsville and at the time a member of
the board of regents at Western Kentucky University.
The letter went like this:
Hon. Thomas L. Walker
Collector of Customs and Surveyor of
the Port
Louisville, Kentucky
My Dear Mr. Collector and Surveyor:
Judge Prince brings me the disturbing intelligence that his good friend
aid faithful political ally, Mr. W. P.
Williams of Aurora, Ky.,is about to feel
the heavy hand of the federal government through certain agencies of your
office.
It seems that a customs inspector
riding down the Tennessee River on one
of his tours of duty, discovered that Mr.
Williams, in the operation of his
ferryboat, had transgressed certain
federal regulations and promptly
proposed to assess against him a fine of
$210.00..1 sincerely trust you are aware
of how much money $210.00 is in
Marshall County.
The sum of Mr. Williams' offending
seems to have been as follows:
1. He had a red light on his boat where
the green light ought to be, and he had a
green light where the red light ought to
be.
2. He had lost the clapper out of his
fog bell.
+++
As to the first item, I am unable to
make any detailed argument,since I do
not know what the effect would be on
the Tennessee River traffic of having a
transposition of red and green lights.
However, 1 do not recall that in my
trips in the community have I ever seen
the placid bosom of the river disturbed
with • y considerable number of
vesse, and I doubt seriously if the
time will come in your life or mine,that
there will be any need of a traffic cop or
of his ordinary concomitants—red and
green lights—on that peaceful stream.
It occurs to me that for purposes of
safety,forgetting for the minute federal
regulations, one smoke)' lantern would
be quite ample along that particular
portion of the Tennessee. I can never
bring myself to believe that human
lives were in danger because a red light
was where a green light out to be and a
green light where a red light out to be
on Williams' ferryboat at Aurora.
+++
As to the second charge: It is true
that a most careful search of the fog
bell revealed no sign of a clapper. How
long it had been missing, I do not know.
Doubtless not more than several years.
Times and men move slowly along the
Tennessee in West Kentucky, and I
seriously doubt if Mr. Williams would
have noticed the defect in any too brief
period, or, having noticed it, that he
would have gotten around to repairing
it.
Aside from that, however, he stoutly
contends that even though he lost his
clapper, his whistle was all right. Shall
the great government of the United
States complain of a ferryman losing
his clapper when his whistle is functioning perfectly?
Certainly, no fog ever descended over

By Robert F. Stephens
Attorney General
A Kentucky consumer bought a new
refrigerator and signed a timepayment contract arranged by the
seller. After a few months, the
refrigerator broke down and the dealer
refused to repair or replace it. When the
consumer tried to stop payment on the
contract, he discovered that the contract had been sold by the dealer to a
financial institution. The financial
institution claimed that it had purchased a valid contract and had no
responsibility
for
fixing
the
refrigerator. It did, however, claim the
right to collect payments on the contract.
This type of consumer complaint
arises from a legal situation involving a
"holder-in-due course." By having and
holding the contract, the financial institution is the holder-in-due course and
can collect on the contract. The consumer, however, has practically no
defenses in this kind of situation and
must often pay for products or services
that do not work.
On May' 14, 1976, the Federal Trade
Commission issued a regulation which
abolished the doctrine of holder-in-duecourse. Kentucky's General Assembly
followed suit during their 1976 session.
Under the new laws, an installment
contract arranged by the seller and
signed by the consumer must contain
language which states that the financial

institution holding the contract is
subject to all claims and defenses
which the consumer could assert
against the original seller. This gives
the consumer some protection and
leverage with respect to getting what
he or she paid for, as well as not having
to pay for defective products or poorly
performed services.
These laws will not hurt the lines of
credit of established and reputable
businesses. Financial institutions are
likely to think twice, however, about
doing business with people or companies that indulge in questionable
practices. Consumers should do
likewise.
If you have a consumer complaint,
write to the Attorney General's
Division of Consumer Protection, Room
34, The Capitol, Frankfort, Kentucky
40601. The office has found that it can
most effectively deal with written
complaints and encourages you to write
when you have a complaint. However,
if you have an emergency situation, call
the consumer hotline. The number is 1800-372-2960.

Bible Thought
And he trembling and astonished
said. Lord, ishat vial thou have me
to do? . . . Acts 9:6.
When a man is confronted by the
Lord Jesus Christ and tastes of
God's salvation, his only question
must be that of the Apostle: "lord,
what will thou have me to do?"
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Let's Stay Well

Jaw Joint Symptoms May Be Tricky

By F JI, Blasingame. MD
obvious is often difficult to are some of the most irritable changes, if they exist.
diagnose This fact is illustrated
muscles in the body --among the org visualize trouble X-rays will
in the ligaby the ease with which trouble 'first involved in lockjaw, chilling ments or cartilages
of these
arising in the joints ttemporo- (making teeth chatter) or fear joints
These muscles forcefully move
: inandibular or TM.P between
If the dentist
physician is
• the skull and the lower jawbone
the jaw up-and-down. side-to- alert to the factorthat
the ternside and backward-and-for- porornandibular joints
,rnandiblet may be overlooked
may be
ward.
These joints can be troublethe source of the signs and
If the teeth fail to fit together symptoms, he can
: free for years, and any difficulty
usually be
may be self-limiting Pain or Ms- (occlude) properly, the pull of the reasonably sure of the diagnosis
muscles of mastication may
cOrrifort is usually on one side or
" the other, though both TMJs cause stress on the TMJs and
The joints are often tender to
bring on an aching or discommay be involved simultaneously
pressure over them by the cosi
fort.
Each temporomandibular
arnining finger. Having the vitSince these joints usually work
joint is moderately complicated
tun open his jaw widely or close
comfortab/y, they may not be it forcibly will often exaggerate
It consists of an enlarged consuspected of being the source of the trouble Improper occlusion
die on the upper end of the
Mandible This condyle tits in a
trouble The sagas and symptoms of the teeth may be observed to
notch at the base of the skull
may be considered by the pa- cause a rocking of the jaw when
tinder the temporal bone, a pad
tient to be something else He the mouth is firmly cicsed. The
or cartilage intervening The
may complain of earache. stethoscope may prove useful in
toothache, headache, pain in the picking up abnormal sounds
"%rips are lined with a delicate
Ftembrane, and the bones are
temple area, "sinusitis" or facial when the joints open or close
ache, dizziness and even riming
field together loosely by fibrous
Treatment is directed to the
ligaments
in the ears
cause correcting the bite of the
Older persons who have last Jaw. limiting chewing by a soil
kheumatism in the TMJs is
some or all of their teeth are diet and reassuring the patient.
:;.tnicommon If present, it is
most often subject to muscular
t nastily the degenerative type
Most cases respond satisfactorily.
pulls on their TILl.ls with vague to nonsurgical methods
eoarthritis)
symptoms resulting
The muscles of chewing
X-rays are difficult to make
(niastication) that move the
Q. Mr W S v.,anit to know
that clearly outline bony how widespread hepatitis is in
mandible are powerful. They

f

the waters of the Tennessee thickly
enough to hush the shrill shrieking of
Williams' whistle if it were performing
in the magnificent manner he claims
for it. If the raucous voice could not be
heard in the fog above the din of the
mazes of traffic at Aurora, of what
possible good would it have been to
have had a clapper, no matter how
resounding, in the bell?
+++
All in all, it seems to me that the
public safety was being amply
protected, even though technical
regulations may have been slightly
violated; and however careless the
ferryman may have been with respect
to technical regulations, it is known to
all men in that community that no man
could be more cautious in guarding
against any real danger. I am told that
Mr. Williams refuses to overload the
ferryboat by so much as one ear of
corn, one golden pumpkin or one peck
of sweet potatoes.
I hear that nothwithstanding the most
insistent urging, he will not put his boat
out to sea when the weather threatens;
that even a cloud of the Scriptural size
of a man's hand, is sufficient to keep
him in port no matter how sorely
tempted he may be by the fees offered
him by those adventurous souls who
would cross the river regardless of
approaching storms. It is a matter of
common knowledge that since 1910, he
had plied the waters of Aurora without
a single accident.
Yet, for a few technical violations, he
is asked to pay the huge sum of $210.00.
To one operating a ferry in Marshall
County, it is a breathtaking figure. If
such fines are to be assessed, better by
far that the ferryboat be abandoned and
its master take to his nets in pursuit of
the succulent catfish which abound
thereabouts.
I believe you wi'l agree with me that
this is a case in which fines and
penalties richly deserve to be compromised.
I sincerely trust you can see the way
clear to do so, and on payment of a
nominal sum square the record of this
faithful boatman.

Blasingarne
the United States and whether a
vaccine is available to prevent
this disease.
A. Hepatitis (inflammation of
the liver) is a major health problem_ About 60,000 cases are reported annually, resulting in
4.500 deaths The Center for Disease Control in Atlanta believes
that only about 10 per cent of the
number of cases are reported.
Most of these are caused by a
strain of virus. No vaccine is currently available, though
progress in animal tests with
virus vaccine appears encouraging. Such a vaccine for humans
will probably not be availatil,
for several years.
Q. Mrs D. R. asks if it is not
"contrary to divine law to give
your organs" at death to another
person
A Many devoutly religious
persons and theologians believe
that it 6 better to give organs to
help a victim of disease than to
bury or burn them, believing
that donation serves the "divir,•
law."
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Rev. Farless, Kirksey Native, Is Now Serving South Fulton Parish; Has Been In Ministry 27 Years
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Rev. Robert E. Farless,
newly appointed United
Methodist Minister by the
Memphis Annual Conference
to the South Fulton Parish,
begins his 27th year in the
pastoral ministry in this area.
Formerly pastor of the
Howard
Park
United
Methodist
Church
in
Baltimore, Md., Rev. Farless
returns to the Memphis Conference where he received his
first appointment here in 1950.
In the intervening tune Rev.
Farless has served appointments in Kentucky,
Tennessee, Illinois, Indiana
and Maryland.
He was born in Kirksey, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Corbit C.
Farless, now of Murray. He is
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ADULTS 129
Nursery 7
Newborn Admissions
Baby Girl Burkeen (Mother
Barbara) Ill S. 12th St.,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Stella Pritchett, Box 32,
Dexter, Miss Jean Travis, Rt.
3, Murray, Mrs. Ernestine
Jones, Rt. 1. Dexter, B.C.
Allbritten, 208 Cherry St.,
Murray, Guy Wilson, New
Concord, Mrs. Jennie Bullock,
Rt. 3, Benton, Miss Bonnie
Moffitt, 905 Doran Rd.,
Murray,
Mrs.
Lavada
Garland, New Concord, Mrs.
Agnes Cothran, Rt. 3, Box 326B, Murray, Mrs. Linda
Waugh, P.O. Box 30, Murray,
Clayton Fulton, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Margaret Brittain, Rt. 2,
Box 79, Murray, Miss Shannon
Parrish, Rt. 6, Box 282 A,
Paris, Tenn., Jesse Parrish,
Rt. 8, Murray, Miss Verba
Paschall, Puryear, Tenn.,Charles Thurman,108 S. 9th
St., Murray, Gilbert Grogan,
E.3 Fox Meadows, Murray,
Miss Aberline Skinner, 120
Spruce St. Murray, Mrs. Ethel
Lamb, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Miss
Ruby Harrell, 1004 Fairlane,
Murray.
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Rev. Robert E. Farless
married to the former Willie
Waldrop Gilliam of Murray,
who is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. H. Colemand Waldrop of
Mayfield. They have four
children living with them:
Jeanette (Ginger) Gilliam,
Frank Gilliam, Jr., Keith
Farless and Jon Farless.
Rev. Farless is a graduate
of Austin High School in
Chicago, Illinois. He attended
Illinois Wesleyan University,
BI?omington, Illinois;
Christian Theological
Seminary in Indianapolis,
Indiana; graduated from
Murray State University
receiving the Bachelor of
Science Degree and was
awarded the Master of
Divinity Degree when he
graduated from the Garrett
Evangelical
Theological
Seminary at Northwestern
University in Evanston,
Illinois.
Mrs. Farless is librarian for
the Murray Independent
School System receiving both
the Bachelor of Science
Degree an& Master of Science
Degree with Rank One
Standing from Murray State.
Rev.
Farless
began
preaching in 1948 when he
received the Exhorter's
License from the Chicago
Western District of the Rock
River Annual Conference. In
1949, he was awarded the
Local Preacher's License.
During his years as a
pastor, Rev. Farless has been
involved in the planning,
building and financing of
numerous building programs
which include three churches
one being the Bethel United
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Methodist Church outside of Member of Baltimore Clergy Community Services and a
Youth Ministries and a mission on Family Life while Race. He recently attended "home" to the Memphis
Murray), three parsonages Brotherhood; Vice-President member of the Washington D.
member of the District a member for the oast five the Johns Hopkins Institute on Annual Conference to serve
and the conversion of a and Program Co-ordinator of C. Alumni Association of Council
years; Secretary, Baltimore Ministry to the Sick.
the good people of the comon Ministries.
gymnasium into a Christian District
Minister's Murray State University.
At the Conference Level, Preacher's Fund Society;
munity as well as the South
Rev,
and
Mrs.
Willie
Belle
Association; member of the
Education building.
Rev. Parless was Baltimore Rev. Farless was Secretary member of the Conference Farless and their children Fulton
United
Parish
Rev. Farless' leadership Howard County Association of Northwest District Director of for
the Conference Corn- Commission on Religion.and said they are pleased to return Methodist Churches.
experience includes membership on the Conference
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teacher in summer camps and
institutes almost every year.
UI
In the Baltimore Conference,
SI
he served on the Conference
Council on Youth Ministries as
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well as being District Director
I,
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of Youth Ministries. He has
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Nations Seminars to New
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The Story of Hawk Taylor

Back Operation Brought An
Early End To Hawk's Career

Ros
Favl

By Mike Brandon

SOCK IT SAM -- Sam Taylor, the youngest member of the Taylor family, gets a time at bat in
of the Kansas City Father-Son Games. Sam is now playing Park League baseball in Murray.

one

Local Baseball Results
PARK LEAGUE
The Cubs took an early
game lead to win over the
Twins 16-7 in the first game of
the Park League.
Hendon, Greer and Burpo
each hit a double to pace the
hitting attack for the winners.
Mark Miller hit a double for
the losers as did Adams,
Wallace. Knott and Wallis.
In the second game, the
Mets used a consistent hitting
attack to down the Reds 38-4.
Mark West, John McMillen
and Chris Padgett each hit a
triple to pace the Met hitting
attack.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Rodney Key and Jeff
Downey combined to strike
out 11 batters as the Cubs
overcame the Twins 12-4.
Downey ripped a triple for
the winners.
James Kendall took the
pitching loss, striking out
seven batters. Kendall also
had a double and a single in
the contest.
Wade Smith and reliever
Hal Orr combined to pitch a
one-hitter to lead the A's over
the Reds 16-2.
Jimmy Parrish and Mark
Boggess had two hits apiece
while teammate David
Seaford added a triple.

Scramble Set
Next Monday
At Oaks Club
The Annual Oaks Men's
Match Play will begin on
Thursday and continue
through July 31st. Members
must sign up no later than
Wednesday.
Entries may be called in to
the Pro Shop or to Bill Seale at
753-7410. Entry fee is $5.00
payable before playing first
match.
There will be a scramble
Tournament at the Oaks
Country Club on July 5th at
10:00 a.m. for all members.
The entry fee is $1.50 per
person and entries must be in
by Sunday, July 4th at 6:00
p.m. Entries may be called in
to the Pro Shop.

For the Reds, David West singles for the winners.
took the loss, striking out eight
Hal Hendricks had two hits
batters.
for the Tigers while teammate
Rusty Wright came up with Grettis Bumphis added one.
theonly Reds' hit.
In the second action, the
LITTLE LEAGUE
Braves nubbed the Pirates 3-1.
Kevin Calvin smacked a
Brad Taylor, Dean Cherry,
homerun as the Cubs beat the Danny Thompson, Charlie
Reds 6-2.
Bazzell and Jon Harrison each
Kim Bostick was the win- 'hit a single to pace the Brave
ning pitcher having ten hitting attack.
strikeouts and only three
Taylor was credited with the
walks.
win.
Ronnie Pace took the pitFor the Pirates, Mickey
ching loss for the Reds, having Spann took the pitching loss
struck out eight batters while striking out six batters and
walking three.
walking four.
Todd Harrison and Mike
Spann and Bill Wilson had a
Garland each had a single to single each for the losers.
account for the Reds' hits.
In the second action, the A's
stifled a late game rally by the
Twins to come out on top 8-7.
Kirk Starks struck out ten
batters and walked only two to
By The Associated Press
claim the victory.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Ben Underwood ripped
East
Pct.
W
GB
L
three hits for the winners
49 20
Phila
710
teammate
while
Tim POTS
39 29
.574 9 7
Holsapple added two.
.507 14
38 37
New York
.437 19
31 40
For the Twins, Galloway S. Louis
30 41
Chicago
.423 20
took the loss striking out six Montreal
24 42
.364 23' 2
West
batters.

There were a number of
reasons why Hawk Taylor was
traded from Kansas City to
Boston in the fall of 1970 and
then sent down to the minor
leagues the following spring.
For three or four years,
Hawk's
back
had
progressively become worse
and of course, he batted only
55 times in his final season
with the Royals, missing over
a month because of the back,
Another factor could have
been the time Hawk was
beaned one day in Milwaukee
by Skip Lockwood. The erant
fastball caught Hawk right in
the head.
The first man on the scene
was catcher Phil Roof
Paducah) who incidentally,
was the first man to be at the
scene when the Hawk broke
his collarbone in 1963.
When Hawk Taylor finally
came back from the injury,
there was a little fear.
"I knew I was going to have
to face the possibility of
another ball coming at me
sometime so just for the
psychological part of it, I
instructed the batting practice
pitcher to fire one at my head.
He threw me a first class
knockdown pitch but I did
manage to get out of the way."
That incident with the in-

74

WHAT IS

Com-,

colic is a term applied to episodes of fitful crsing.
pulling the legs against the abdomen, passage
of gas and the fretfulness that some babies exhibit.
There is no single definite cause for colic.

tightly

Improper burping,. milli allergy, even tenseness in
the mother can cause the problem. Sometimes it is
necessars for a physician to prescribe one of several
drug products that can help Else relief.

The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs. Per Week
3 Registered Full Time Pharmacists

753-1340
Clinic Pharmacy
Tommy (Ant., 11.P11.
Dereel4

I.P.
(441046,
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-I hit the ball well in spring
training. They had a young
rookie catcher at Louisville
named Carlton Fisk. Manager
Darrell Johnson asked me if I
would play first base and I did.
I won several games for them
but one day, my old problem
with the back suddenly
creeped up again. I was
getting paid a pretty good
salary for a player in minor
league ball and after I was out
for about two weeks, I faced
the kind of situation where I
had to produce or else.
-The 'or else' turned out to
be in the form of a
righthanded pitcher named
Luis Tiant, who had just been
released by another team and
sent to the minors. To make
room for Tiant, they gave me
my unconditional release.
"It turned out to be one of
the best deals the Red Sox
ever made."
Hawk Taylor hopped in the

Judy Rankin Survives
To Win Zaharias Play

By MIKE HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
CHAGRIN FALLS, Ohio
(AP) — Slim, blonde Judy
Rankin looked beat as she
acknowledged her victory to
the crowd gathered around the
18th green after the final hole
of the $100,000 Babe Zaharias
Invitational Golf Tournament.
She trudged to the press
room and listened wearily
while playing partner JoAnne
Carner explained how a
Cincinnaii
gamble on her drive on the
45 28 .616
4, 2
41 33
.554
Los Ang
18th
hole at tortuous
7
.521
38 35
San Diego
Tanglewood Country Club cost
A'lart a
33 40 .452 12
Housion
.452 12
33 40
her a chance at victory
.395 16' 2
30 46
San Fran
Monday.
Monday's Results
Housion 8, San Francisco 2
That drive, a typical
New York 5, St. Louis 4
booming
blaze by the rugged
Montreal
2
Philadelphia 6,
Mrs. Carner, clipped a dead
Pii,sburgh 9, Chicago 2
Cincinna,i 7, San Diego 3
tree along the left side of the
Los Angeles 5, Ailania 2
fairway and bounced out of
Tuesday's Games
Chicago (Renko 2-3) a, Piiis bounds, the beginning of a
bLrgh (Cande)aria 6.4), (n)
double-bogey 6.
Si Louis (Falcone 5-6) al New
Mrs. Rankin, apparently
York (Lolich 3-9), (n)
Philadelphia (Kaa, 8-2) at under little pressure, played
Mor 'real (Sianhouse 5-3), (n)
Cincinnaii (Nolan 7-41 al San to a conventional par on the
Diego (Freisleben 6-2), In)
hole, finishing the tournament
Alenta (morel 3-2) al Los
one
under par at 287.
Angeles (John 4-4), (n)
The victory was good fur
Housion (Dierker 6-7) al San
Francisco (Barr 6-5), (n)
$15,000 and a new singleWednesday's Games
season earnings record of
Hous,cn ai San Francisco
Chicago a, Pittsburgh, (n)
$96,830. That total, with still
Si. Louis a, New York, (n)
Philadelphia a, Montreal, (n) half the 1976 season to go.
Cincinnaii at San Diego, (n)
broke Mrs. Carrier's 1974
A,lania a, Los Angeles, (n)
mark of $87,094.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
"I'm going to leave the tour
East
Pct.
GB for a couple of weeks after the
W
L
43 25
New York
.632
— next three or four tour.35 33
Cleveland
s
.515
1
2 naments," said the suddenly
Baetmore 34 35 .493 9/
485 io
33 35
De,ror,
animated Mrs. Rankin. "But I
478
32 35
Boson
/
1
2
want to get over $100,000
.385
25 40
Milwkee
2 before I do, for sure. That's a
West
42 17
609
Kan City
record I want because nobody
574
39 29
Texas
486 81-: else can ever be the first to do
35 37
Oakland
485
33 35
81
/
2 it."
Chicago
471
Minneso - a
33 37
9' 2
Her fourth tournament
392 15' 2
29 45
California
victory of the year did not
Monday's Results
Boston 12, Baltimore 8
come easily, though.
Cleveland 5, Milwaukee 3
Despite consecutive 69s in
De•roii 5, New York 1
Minneso,a 4, Kansas City 3
the middle two rounds of the
Texas 3, Oakland 2, 11 in. t2-hole
tournament, Mrs
nings
Ftankin almost gave it away
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
on the final day.
Baltimore (Cuellar 4-7) 8:
Playing in a light rain, the
Boson
, (Wise 5 4), In)
Milwaukee (Travers s-s) at veteran Ladies Professional
Cleveland (Brown 62), (n)
Golf Associaion member
New York (Ellis 8-4) at De"quick-hooked" her tee Shot
troit (Crawford 0-3), (n)
Kansas City (Fitzmorris 8-4) on No. ,7
i into a lateral water
at Minnesoia (Goltz 7-5), (h)
caotornia (Hassler 0-5) a, hazard. A bad lie caused her to
Chicago (Gossage 561, (n)
hit a second shot off a car,
at path near
1-2)
Oakland (AbbO!!
the green, and that
Texas (Barr 1 3). (n)

Major League
Standings

PONY LEAGUE
With the bases loaded, the
Mets scored on an error to
come from behind and win
over the Indians 11-10.
Bradley Wells had three hits
in the win while teammates
Charlie Wells and McAlister
added two hits each.
Donnie Thompson was
credited with the win.
Robert Santagado and Tim
McAlister had one hit each to
pace the Indians.
Alan Gibbs smashed two
homeruns to lead the Dodgers
over the Phils 20-0.
Gibbs was also the winning
pitcher, striking out eight and
walking one.
Keith Overby had four hits
for the Dodgers while Guy
Furr had three. Andy Bartholomy added two hits for the
winners.
COLT LEAGUE
The Giants eased past the
Tigers to come out on top by a
6-5 margin.
Rorie Gibson was the
winniiit pitcher striking out
five batters.
Gibson, John Denham and
Nathan Knoth each had

tentional beanball in batting
practice led to a large feature
story in the Kansas City Star.
When he was traded, Hawk
Taylor didn't really know the
end was near. He thought he
would spend a month in the
minors and then be recalled to
the Red Sox, since they needed
another catcher.

led to a double-bogey six that
suddenly put both Miss
Blalock and Mrs. Carner just
one stroke away.
But Miss Blalock was
already in the club house, and
Mrs. Carrier's bad tee shot
finished her.
Miss Blalock won $11,000 for
her even-par finish, while
Mrs. Carner pocketed $7,600.
1=1.••••

11••••Wm Min•.M•

car and drove to Murray,
surprising even his wife. He
had planned on lying around
for a week or so and letting the
back mend and maybe signing
on with another team later on.
"I laid around for a week,
trying everything I knew to
ease the pain, and finally I
gave up hope of playing ball
again that year. I enrolled in
summer school at Murray
State. But I lasted only about
three days in school. The pain
in my back was so unbearable
I had to do something about
it."
A few days later, Hawk
Taylor underwent back
surgery for a slipped disc.
"One reason I kept playing
the last four or five years was
that I kept myself in super
shape, with emphasis on
strengthing the muscles in my
lower back by special exercises."
While in the hospital, Taylor
also had a couple of minor
operations.
While
recuperating, he developed
one slight complication: the
hiccups.
"I guess the amount of
medicine I had taken upset my
body chemistry. I had them
for almost a week. They tried
every known cure, including
running a plasitc tube down
my nose, to my throat and into
my stomach.
-It was awfully painful but
it didn't work. I even left the
hospital with the hiccups.
After about a week, one day by
accident, I discovered that by
sipping grape juice through a
straw while I was turned
sideways, the hiccups would
leave."
He sipped enough grape
juice and turned sideways
enough to finally rid them for
good.
Severe restrictions were
placed on Taylor. He was not
even supposed to drive a car
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for six weeks.
"Most of time recuperating
time was spent walking. . .day
and night, in the wee hours of
the
morning
around
Panorama Shores. Finally,
after about two months, I
worked up to walking and
running eight miles a day.
about six weeks after the
operation, when I should have
been driving, I was water
skiing."
It had been a traumatic
experience but his speedy
recovery brought back hopes
that is his back was cured,
maybe, just maybe, he might
give baseball one more try.
From then on, he worked
diligently at ,tetting in shape

and he got there. But he was
not able to make any contacti
with clubs that would have
paid him what he had to have ;
to get back in the game.
Instead, Hawk Taylor
enrolled at Murray State in
the fall of 1971 and in May of
the following year, received
his B.S. Degree in Business
and Physical Education.
He graduated in a 3.82
average, was named as the
outstanding male physical
education major and by
December of 1972, finished his
Masters Degree, qualifying
him to teach and coach in
college.
TOMORROW: Hawk Taylor
Today.
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Legion
Nome
Joe Graves
Paul Robert
Mark Miller
Tony Thurm
Donnie Will
Lindy Suiter
Steve Winch
Dwaine Mus
Bob Thum.
Jeff Oakley
Mickey Mc.
Tony Bayle
Raymond Si
Danny Rog;
Team Ay:
Name
Robertson
Thurmond
Graves
&liter
Sims
Miller
Thurman

MIXED WINNERS—The mixed doubles winners were Lonette
They teamed to win in the finals
over Eddie Hunt and Sue Outland.
Hunt and Ron Underwood
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TUESDAY
Nunn —8 p.m. Pool adults 75t children 2..rat
4:30—Park League
5:30
--Pony League
5:30—Little Girls Softball
6:00--Kentucky League
6:00—L4tle League
6:30- --Colt League
WEDNESDAY
Noon- -8 p.m. Pool adults 75t children 25t
Make-up games in the Murray Baseball Association
Note: The pairings for the 4th of July Tennis Toil.
nament are available at the Park office on Payne Street
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Oliver Can't See Why
He's Not An All-Star
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By HARVEY HUDSON
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England
AP — Roscoe Tanner beat
favored Jimmy Connors 6-4,62, 8-6 in the quarter-finals of
the men's singles today at the
Wimledon Tennis Championships.
Connors, the firm favorite
this year, was champion in

Legion Statistics
Batting

Nome
Joe Graves
Paul Robertson
Mark Miller
Tony Thurmond
Donnie Williams
Lindy Suiter
Steve Winchester
Dwaine Musgrow
Bob Thurman
Jeff Oakley
Mickey McCuiston
Tony Bayless
Raymond Sims
Danny Rogers
Team Average
Pitching
Name
Robertson
Thurmond
Graves
Suiter
Sims
Miller
Thurman

Avg.
400
.320
.294
.275
.285
.250
218
214
.200
.200
.142
.131
.080
.000
.201
ERA
2.22
2.23
2.99
4.47
5.55
6.06
6.81

1974 and lost his title in last
year's final to Arthur Ashe.
With Ashe already out of the
tournament, the way looked
wide open for Connors to
regain the title he wanted so
badly. He had breezed through
the first four rounds this year
without dropping a single set.
But the seventh-seeded
Tanner, famous for his 140mile per hour plus serve,
today showed he has all the
other shots in his armory as
well.
- Chris Evert of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., was the only
American survivor into the
women's singles semifinals,
but she was an even-money
favorite to regain the title she
won in 1974. Miss Evert beat
Olga Morozova of the Soviet
Union 6-3, 6-0 in Monday's
quarter-finals.
Other women's quarterfinal results: Virginia Wade,
Britain, beat Kerry Reid,
Australia, 6-4, 6-2; Evonne
Goolagong, Australia,
defeated Rosemary Casals,
San Francisco, 7-5, 6-3, and
Martina
Navratilova,
Czechoslovakia, outlasted Sue
Barker, Britain,6-3, 3-6, 7-5.
In
Wednesdayy's
semifinals, it will be Miss
Evert
against
Miss
Navratilova, and Mrs. Wade
against Miss Goolagong. The
winners meet Friday for the
title.

MEN'S WINNERS- Steve Payne and Ron Underwood teamed to win the into s doubles title by
winning over Bennie Purcell and Hal Houston. Left to right are Poynt. Underwood, Purcell and
Houston.

Gene Roof
Inks Contract
,With St Louis

WOMEN'S WINNERS-Sue Outland (left) and lonette Hunt teamed for the championship in the
women's doubles at the Northwestern Mutual Doubles Tourney. It was the second crown for
Hunt who won the mixed doubles

Tony Oliva Still Can
Win Games For Twins

.47
.1"

By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
There still is plenty of whip
in his bat. There still are a few
running strides left in his
cranky legs though Tony
Oliva's ravaged right knee has
caused him agony that might
have shelved others.
"Most people would never
put up with the pain or put in
the work he has just to play
this game," marvelled
Minnesota Manager Gene
Mauch after the 35-year-old
designated hitter helped the
Twins beat the Kansas City
Royals 4-3 Monday night.
That's why the fans stand
and cheer when Oliva comes
to bat at Metropolitan
Stadium. The three-time
batting champion is the sole
remaining link to the glory
days of Twins baseball when
he and Harmon Killebi ew tore
up American League pitching.
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CONSOLATION WINNERS- Bob Hopkins and Ron Kettering
(right) teamed to win the consolation bracket in the men's
doubles play at the Northwestern Mutual Tourney over the
weekend.

Underwood, Hunt Get
Pair Of Tourney Wins
Ron Underwood regained his old form over the weekend
as he participated on a pair of winning teams in the Northwestern Mutual Doubles Tennis Tournament held at
Murray High School.
Underwood combined with Steve Payne to win in the
men's doubles. They went split sets in the championship
match to defeat Bennie Purcell and Hal Houston 3-6, 6-3
and 6-4.
Underwood-Payne had reached the finals by winning 6-1
and 6-4 over John Wise and Monroe Sloan. PurcellHouston made it to the finals by winning 5-7, 7-5 and 6-2 in
the semis over Eddie Hunt and Ron Beshear.
Underwood teamed with Lanette Hunt to win 6-4 and 6-4
over Eddie Hunt and Sue Outland in the championship of
the mixed doubles.
In the semifinals of the mixed doubles, Hunt-Underwood
won over Ron and Mary Beshear 7-5 and 6-0 while
Outland-Hunt won 6-4 and 6-4 over Hal Houston and Judy
Shirrell to reach the finals.
The women's doubles found Sue Outland and,Lanette
Hunt winning 4-6, 6-4 and 6-4 in the finals over Edwinna
Simmons and Jenny Sue Smock.
In the consolation men's doubles, Bob Hopkins and Ron
Kettering combined to defeat Keith Jarrel and Ronnie
Bedwell 7-6 and 7-5.

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Al Oliver, who is only the
National League's leading
hitter, is watching the votes
just like Gerald Ford and
Ronald Reagan; but the only
chance he has of going to the
All-Star Game is as a favorite
son of the Pittsburgh Pirates.
"I am a little disappointed
that I'm not higher on the
list," Oliver said after driving
in four runs with two singles, a
double and his 12th homer as

their fifth consecutive loss and
ninth in 11 games. The Indians
have won 13 of their last 19.
Rangers 3, A's 2
Jeff Burroughs looped a
one-out
to center field in
the bottom of the 11th inning to
score Lenny Randle from
second base and give Texas its
victory over Oakland.
Oakland's Mike Norris had
pitched 6 2-3 innings of perfect
baseball until Mike Hargrove
singled to left in the bottom of
the seventh.
Tigers 5, Yankees I

Announcing Our New Hours

Cypress Spring Restaurant
Will Be Open
through Thurs. 5.00 p. m. til 9:00 p. m.
through Sunday 8:00 a. m. til 9.00 p in
Closed Monday

Louie and Sue Williams

Leads Qualifiers

Rusty Staub and Aurelio
Rodriguez slammed home
runs to back a seven-hitter by
rookie Mark Fidrych, who
won his eighth game in nine
de( isions as Detroit ended a
five-game New York winning
streak.

MILWAUKEE 1API
Babe Hiskey posted a fiveunder-par 67 Monday to lead
qualifiers for the Greater
Milwaukee Open Golf Tournament scheduled Thursday
through Sunday at the
Tuckaway County Club.
Hiskey led 55 qualifiers who
will join 95 exempt players in
the meet.

Major League
Leaders
by I ne Associated Press
National League
BATTING (165 at bats)—
A.Oliver, Pgh, .352; G.Foster,
Cin, .343, McBride, S'L, .338;
W.Crawford, SL, .337; Morgan,
Cm, .335.
RUNS—Rose,
Cm,
62;
Schmid', Phi, 59; Gratey, Cm,
56; Winfield, SD, 53; Morgan,
Cm, 51.
RUNS
BATTED
IN—
G Fos'er, Cin, 62; Kingman,
NY, 60; Schmidt, Phi, 57; Mor
gan, Cin, 52; T.Perez, Cin, 52.
HITS—Montanez, Al, 96;
Rose, Cin, 96, Buckner, LA, 93,
Garvey, LA, 93; Cardenal, Chi,
89.

Oliva walked to the plate in
such a situation in the eighth
inning Monday night, with the
Twins down a run and Lyman
Rostock on first base. He
bounced a Mark Littell pitch
off the right-field fence for a
double, scoring Bostock, then
pushed all he could on that
game right leg and chugged
into third base during the
HOME RUNS—Kingman, NY,
26; Schmid', Phi, 21; C.Foster,
Kansas City throw home.
Cin, 16; Monday, Chi, 13; Mor
Covering the last 90 feet was gan, Cin, 13.
left to Jerry Terrell, who
STOLEN
BASES—Cedeno,
pinch ran for Oliva and scored fin, 27; Brock, StL,22; Morgan, Cm, 22; Grittey, Cin, 19.
the game-winning run on Lopes, LA. 18.
PITCHING (7 Decisions)
Larry Hisle's sacrifice fly.
Red Sox 12, Orioles 8
Boston rookie Butch Hobson
— inserted in a shaken-up
starting lineup after his
arrival from the minors —
celebrated with a double and a
tie-breaking. two-run, insidethe-park homer ar the Red Sox
ripped the Orioles.
The victory went to veteran
Ferguson Jenkins, 6-8, who
made his first appearance as a
reliever since 1970 and struck
out eight over the final four
innings.
Indians 5, Brewers 3
John
Lowenstein
and
George
Hendrick
each
slammed a home run as
Cleveland handed the Brewers

Gene Roof, who had been
courted heavily after being
drafted in the 12th round
recently by the St. Louis
Cardinals, inked a pro contract with the Red Birds
Monday for an undisclosed
bonus.
Roof, a basketball-baseball
star at Paducah St. Mary, had
signed a national letter of
intent to play baseball at
Murray State University.
His loss severely dents the
recruiting at Murray.
Roof, an infielder and a
pitcher, was assigned to
Sarasota in the Gulf Coast
Rookie League. He becomes
the fifth member of his family
to sign a pro contract.
The only one currently in the
majors is Phil Roof, a catcher
for the Minnesota Twins.

Rhoden, LA, 7-0, 1.000, 2.93 Nor
man, CM, 6-1, .857, 3.15 Ma'
lack,
NY, 9.2, .818, 281
R Jones, SD, 13-3, .813, 2 69
Kea', Phi, 8-2, .800, 3.18 Alcala,
Cm, 7-2, .778, 4.57 Reed, Phi, 62, .7507 2.90 Freisleben, Sp, 64,
.750, 1.87.
STRIKEOUTS.—Seaver, NY,
111;
J.Richard,
Htn,
88;
AAssrsmith, Al, 86; P.Niekro,
Al, 81; Montelusco, SF, 80

the Pirates trounced the
Chicago Cubs 9-2 Monday
night.
That boosted his batting
average to .352, but according
to the latest All-Star voting
announced Monday Oliver
stands only 12th among NL
outfielders.
It's not as if Oliver suddenly
arrived on the scene. He
began the season with a .292
career average and 1,172 hits,
more than any active player
his age — he's 29 — except
Cincinnati's Johnny Bench,
who had 74 more hits in 580
more atbats.
"For seven years. I've been
playing as well as I can and
have contributed a lot to this
team," Oliver said. "But for
some reason, I just don't seem
to get the votes."
In other NL action, the
Philadelphia Phillies whipped
the Montreal Expos 6-2, the
Cincinnati Reds downed the
San Diego Padres 7-3, the Los
Angeles Dodgers beat the
Atlanta Braves 5-2, the
Houston Astros drubbed the
San Francisco Giants 8-2 and
the New York Mets edged the
St. Louis Cardinals 5-4.
Phillies 6, Expos 2
Garry Maddox celebrated
the birth of a son by driving in
three runs and Mike Schmidt
hit his 21st home run in support of Steve Carlton's six-hit
pitching. Maddox was informed in the top of the eighth
that his wife had given birth to
the couple's second son.
Reds 7,Padres 3
Joe Morgan drove in four

runs with three hits, including
his 13th homer of the season. ,
Willie McCovey hit a three-run
homer to give San Diego the
early lead, but Morgan tied
4he score with a three-rua.
homer in the third inning:.
Before San Diego starter Alan
Foster could get out of the
inning, a single by George
Foster and a double by Tony.
Perez pushed across the
ahead Cincinnati run.
Dodgers 5, Braves 2
Lee Lacy broke a tie with a
sacrifice fly in the seventh
inning and Bill Buckner
followed with a homer. Bill
Russell's two-run single in the
sixth inning broke up a
scoreless duel between unbeaten Rick Rhoden, 7-0, and
Dick Ruthven.
Astros 8, Giants 2
Cliff Johnson knocked in
three runs with a pair of
doubles and Mike Cosgrove
struck out 10 while pitching six
strong innings. Johnson's tworun double gave the Astros a 20 lead in the second inning.,
Jose Cruz added a two-run
single for Hot.ston while Bob
Watson had a two-run double.
Mets 5, Cardinals 4
A wild pitch by St. Louis
relief ace Al Hrabosky with
two out in the eighth inning
allowed Dave Kingman to
score from third base with the
run.
Earlier,
winning
Kingman increased his major
league home run lead with his
26th of the season and John
Milner added a two-run single,
but Tom Seaver was unable to
hold a 4-1 lead.

v An Weather Charter
v Air Rentals
v Flight Training v Air Ambulance
Thorobred Flying Service, Inc.
Contact
Bill Fuller or
Johnny Parker

New 5-speed

Here comes Courier '76. Coming on
strong with its built-in toughness
It's got a lot of new features like
optional 5-speed transmission and new
soft-ride package And its ready to take
anything you've got, 'cause it's a gutsy
little truck.

New roomy cab
"
0
"""2"Imakrrr

See the exciting new Courier, shown
here with optional Convenience and
Decor Group and sporty dual accent tape
stripes. At selected Ford Dealers now

American League
BATTING (165 a' bats) G.Bre,), KC, 359; LeF lore.
De), .352; McRae, KC, 339,
Rivers, NY, .325; Carew, Min
.322.
RUNS—Otis, KC, 52; Her
grove, Tex, 49; Rivers, NY, 47
R.White, NY, 45; North, Oak,
45.
RUNS
IN—Bur
BATTED
roughs, Tex, 54; Mayberry, KC.
51, Chambliss, NY, 49, O'is•
KC, 48, Munson, NY, 46.
HITS--G.Brem, KC, 102; LeF
lore, De). 92. Rivers, NY, 88.
Carew, Min, 88. McRae, KC,
87
HOME RUNS--L May, Bat,
13,
Bsn,
Ys'rzemski,
13;
Sand°, Oak, 13; Rice, Bsn, 12;
Otis, KC, 12
STOLEN BASES—Peek, KC,
37; Baylor, Oak, 33; Carew,
Min, 32, North, Oak, 31; Riv
ers, NY, 24; Campaneris, Oak,
24.
PITCHING (7 Decisions) -Garland, Bat, 8-0, 1 000, 1.70
Fidrych, De', 8 1, 889, 205
Bird, KC, 8 1,
889, 296
W.Campbell, Min, 8 2, 800, 3 45
J.Brown, Cle, 6.2, .750, 3.00
Kern, Cle, 6-2, .250, 2.37 Vuck,
ovich, Chi, 6-2, .750, 3.91 Leon
ard, KC, 7 3, .700, 3.06
Cal.
STRIKEOUTS—Ryan,
136; Tanana, Cal, 121, Vele
ven, Tex, 108, Jenkins, Bsn, 90,
Hunter, NY, 83

701 Main

Parker Ford flC1

Murray, Ky.
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Washington News Briefs Carter Delive
rs Tailor-Made
WASHINGTON ( API - The Senate's new intelligence
committee is reviewing a wiretap control bill supported by
President Ford and a broad range of senators but challenged
by critics on grounds it would allow more bugging than it
would discourage. The Senate Judiciary Committee voted 11
to 1 earlier this month to approve the bill which for the first
time requires the White House to obtain judicial warrants for
national security wiretaps and to certify in writing and under
oath that they are necessary.

WASHINGTON (AP)- The Supreme Court's first major
school busing decision in two years has left more questions
unanswered than it settled. The court ruled 6-2 Monday that a
federal judge exceeded his authority by requiring the
Pasadena, Calif., school board to revise its busing plan annually to keep up with changing racial patterns and prevent
black majority schools. Speaking through Justice William H.
Rehnquist, the court said the growth of schools with black
majorities in Pasadena - from one after busing started in
1970 to five in 1974 - was due to "a quite normal pattern of
human migration." And, said the court, school boards should
not be required to continually go back to the drawing board
because of "people randomly moving into, out of, and
around" their school districts.
WASHINGTON (AP)- New procedures ordered by House
Democrats to prevent payroll and expense account abuses
are being implemented amid a fight over whether the full
House will get a chance to say anything about the changes.
Democratic leaders met Monday night to discuss whether to
have the full House consider the revisions, but they reached
no decision. Republicans planned to review the issue today.

National News Roundup
SAN DIEGO (AP)- A courtmartial has acquitted S.Sgt.
Hatiald Bronson, the first of three Marine drill instructors
charged in the fatal beating of 20-year-old Pvt. Lynn McClure
last December. Five officers and three enlisted
men
deliberated for slightly more than three hours Monday before
finding Bronson innocent of four charges and specificatio
ns
in the case. McClure died March 13 of injuries received when
he was knocked out Dec. 6 during a close-combat drill
with
pugil sticks - padded, 12-lb staffs used to simulate comba
t
with bayonet-equipped rifles. McClure never regained
consciousness.
AIR FORCE ACADEMY, Colo. (AP)- The sign leadi
ng
into the Air Force Academy reads "Bring Me Men," but
that
didn't faze 150 women, the academy's first female cadets
. As
the first-year cadets, or iioolies, enrolled Monday
in the
shadow of the Colorado Rockies, 38 women were
also
processing in at the U.S. Coast Guard Academy
at New
London, Conn. Women were expected to join fresh
man
classes later this summer at the Army and Navy acade
mies.

Foreign News Roundup

KAMPALA, Uganda (AP) - Some 250
passengers and
crew members of a hijacked Air Franc
e plane spent the
second night of their ordeal in a lounge of
Uganda's Entebbe
airport Monday under a threat of death
and with no indication of when they might be freed. "We
still do not know
exactly what the hijackers want," French
Ambassador Jules
Renard told reporters. A French spoke
sman said the
Palestinian extremists who took over the
French jetliner
during a Tel Aviv-to-Paris flight Sunda
y had made no
ransom demands yet. But they threa
tened to blow up the
plane and its passengers if they were attac
ked.
LUANDA, Angola ( AP) - The fate of
four British and
American mercenaries sentenced to be
shot now lies with
Angolan President Agostinho Neto. Danie
l Gearhart, 34, of
Kensington, Md., and Costas Georgiu, Andre
w McKenzie and
John Derek Barker were sentenced Mond
ay to face a firing
squad for their actions in the Angolan
civil war. There were
two other American defendants. Gusta
vo Grillo of Jersey
City, N.J., who was sentenced to 30 years
in prison, and Gary
Acker,21, of Sacramento,Calif., who got 16
years.
LONDON AP) - A reward of 125,000
pounds ($218,750
was offered today for recovery of
$3.5 million in foreign
currencies stolen from London's Heath
row Airport by two
men in the uniforms of an American
company. It was the
biggest robbery ever reported at
Heathrow. Purolator
Services Ltd., an American firm of intern
ational air couriers
with offices in London, said it sent repre
sentatives to the
airport Monday to collect shipments
of money for several
banks and found they were missing.
Sources at the airport
said two men in Purolator uniforms
with forged papers on
Saturday collected five packages of
foreign monies from
strongrooms operated by British Airwa
ys and Sabena, the
Belgian airline.
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)- Libya threa
tened to intervene
in the Lebanese civil war on the side of
the Palestinians and
their Lebanese Moslem allies if the Chris
tians overrun two
besieged Palestinian camps on the east
side of Beiriit, a
leftist broadcast reported today. There
was no letup in the
battle today in and around Beirut.
The fighting still was
hardest around the two Palestinian
camps which the
Christians have been trying to take for
more than a week. But
fires raged in the Christian-held port
area. Fighting was
reported in neighboring mountain areas
.

Crossword Puzzler

ACROSS
1 Possessed
4 Greek letter
9 Spider's trap
12 Frozen water
13 Asylum
14 Guido s high
note
15 Lair
18 Catkm
17 ventilate
IC Worthless
leaving
20 Put in position again
22 Title of
respect
24 Unit of
Siamese
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BUY THE BEST for less.
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PORTABLE
BUILDINGS. Call 7530984.
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News, Society and
Sports
753-1 9 18
Retail Display advertising 753-7919
Classified Display
Classified Circulati
on and the Business
Office
may . be
reached on 75379)6 and 753-7977

LUitegel

THE PHANTOM
,

5 lost And Found
I DON'T UNDERSTAND.

6ENERAL ULRICH ,..

HER CHAMPION - NER
CONSORT -. WHAT'S
GOINO ON

FOUND MALE WHITE
kitten on Coldwater Rd.
Call 753-8655.
LOST
ONE
MALE
WHITE Poodle. Last
seen near Puryear. If
found please call collect
901-247-3711. Reward.

SIMPLE, THE
QUEEN PICKED A
NEW CONSORT

BLONDIE

LOST - German Shepherd
in vicinity of South 4th
Street. Has collar.
answers to name of
Sam, male. Reward
offered. Call 753-1323
Kentucky Lake Oil
Company.
6 H&j) Wanted

EXPERIENCED
WAITRESS wanted.
Call 753-601 for appointment.

LIL ABNER

10 CENTS WOCZITA 0'

E3ROG4NJ BURP PFT7_H CAR
E TO RESTYDRe LUCY BOVES,MAW-17-15
Aj
30-MINLJTe RUN 1a:XJKID
Q!LiSHMORG•5WAMP!!--

AH IS
BUT,MAM- cot\t'T Yo'KNOW
GOIN'
WHAT HAPPENS To FOLKS )
THROLSGE4
W1-10-00F!!
IT!!

ELECTROLU
and service.
Montgomery
day or night.

KIRBY VAC'
and Service,
Street. New
vacuums. C
24 Hour
service.

EXPERIENCED
SECRETARIAL WORK,
letter
recomof
mendation, references.
Full or part time. Call
436-4375.

18

Sewing M,

14. Want To 'Buy
Singer Se
Machine

COINS AMERICAN and
Foreign-old gold. Call
753-9232.
FEATHERBEDS
WANTED, duck and
goose. Highest prices
ever. Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentucky
42453. Give location. Will
call.
15. Articles

For Sal

W IGGINS FURNITURE,
212 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths - 16 patterns to
choose from. Call 7534566. We deliver.
HALF CARAT solitaire.
Small equity, take over
payments. Call 753-2810.
WOULD YOU TRUST
your child to an untrained doctor? How
about your home? Your
shop? We're trained We're dependable -we
have a permanent place
of business. Call Now!!
Roy Harmons Carpenter
Shop,753-4124.

SALES & Sf
753-53
Bel-Air C

19. Farm Equi
NEW IDEA
picker mo
Case diesel t
in excellen
Call 753-5107
NEW IDEA
corn picke
farm wago
8940.
FOR ALL Y
needs. Ca
Supply Co
Paducah,
20. Sports E
14'
A
A RK A NSA
boat and
753-1492.
1966 16' MA
110 h. p.
trailer, e
very little.
22.

MOVING MUST Sell, 1709
Miller Ave., Wed. and
Thurs. from 2 to 6 p. m.
Living room suite,
dinnette
set,
two
bedroom suites, two
desks, bookcase, tables
and lamps odds and
ends.
IF CARPETS look dull
and drear, remove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bell
Air Shoppping Center.

BEETLE BAILEY
DO YOU THINK IT'S
UP TO •riOLI TO TELL
HIM?

=2

9 Situations Wanted

FOR THE

$50 to $100
OFF
On Utility Houses,

Tucker
TV Sales
Cell
753-2900
FORMBY'S refinishing
products. Lemon oil,
tung oil, furniture
cleaner and refinisher.
Murray
Lumber
Company.
COMPLETE SET OF 8,
Dolly Madison Castleton
china,
Rose-Fosteria
crystal laurel, Noritake
china. All in excellent
condition. Call 753-5106
after 6 p.m.
FLUFFY SOFT and
bright are carpets
cleaned
with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop",
AIR CONDITON SALE
,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, 3199.95, 17,000
BTU $289.95. 20,000 BTU
$319.95. 23,000 BTU
$349.95. 26,000 BTU
$384.95. Wallin Hardware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.
FOR SALE: large tame
plums. Call 753-4725.
16. Home Furnishings

625.00 PER HUNDRED
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Edray Mails,
Box 188AY Albany, MO.
64402.

FRIGIDAIRE
REFRIGERATOR with
icemaker,
Sears
washer, $75. Frigidaire
dryer. Call 753-7605 or
753-0492.

EXPERIENCED
CASHIERS
wanted.
Nights and weekend
work. Part time and full
time. Paid vacations.
BlUe Cross Insurance
available. Send resume
to P.O. Box 421, Murray.

FURNITURE LIKE
NEW. Green livin
g
room suite, $125.
Red
leather couch, $125.
Black
and
white
houndstooth chair,
$75.
Kitchen table and
chairs, $75. Call 753-0504
after 5.

. a3
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Supreme Court Busing Decision
Fails To Answer Many Questions
WASHINGTON (API - The
Supreme Court's first major
school busing decision in two
years has left more questions
unanswered than it settled.
The court ruled 6 to 2
Monday that a federal judge
exceeded his authority by
requiring the Pasadena.
Calif., school board to revise
its busing plan annually to
keep up with changing racial
patterns and prevent black
majority schools.
Speaking through Justice
William H. Rehnquist, the
court said the growth of
schools with black majorities
in Pasadena - from one after
busing started in 1970 to five in
1974 - was due to "a quite
normal pattern of human

8

S3488
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.
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s
IMie
i rra
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2. Notice

been critical of many of the
urban' policies implemented
by both administrations.
NOTICE
Carter,
the
We bay out sea via a
likely
Democratic
conditiowswa. Phase 753presidential
nominee, scheduled public
9104 Or 753-1551.
and private meetings with
Dill Electric
Wisconsin Democrats and
mayors. Also set to addre
ss
the conference today
What we do best is care.
was
Republican National ChairNEEDLINE,7534333.
man Mary Louise Smith and
Democratic Chairman Robert
biiiiiiiiiiittimituatitoNlittiminitiL
Strauss.
=
"Got A Bug"
=
In his speech, Carter said,
=
=
SPECIAL
"For eight years, our cities
EsI. Roaches
and their people and
E
their
2. Ants
=
elected officials have too often
=
3. Spiders
=
been viewed by the White
4. Noels
=
House as adversaries and
S. Rees
;3. 6.
=
Nu oiro/
used as political whipping
Ticks
=
boys." He pledged a new
E
E
coalition
Murray
marshalling
--1
cooperation from the federal,
Pest
state and local governments.
717--.
7
.1.-.
=
Commerce Secretary Elliot
Control
migration."
E.
2
mathematical ratios could be Richardson
said
Monday that
And, said the court, school used
= 32 years serving the pest conF.
in
arriving
at fighting inflation was the key
= trol industries
boards should not be required desegr
egation remedies, but to ending the
E
Termite Inspectiosn Free,
urban
economic
to continually go back to the only
ri2 Plastic Installed for ground
as a starting point.
=
malaise. Carter disagreed, =
drawing board because of
moisture, sills and floors =
repaired, trees, shrubs, yards =
sayin
g,
"The
-How
first
long
thing
shoul
"people randomly moving
d a school
we
= sprayed
into, out of, and around" their district be required to remain need is jobs. Unemployment
"11•••••••, 1•114s," II lie iimer Iry
under court supervision once and poverty are at the heart of
school districts.
The decision stemmed from It has been found to be un- the urban problem."
Richardson called for
1-2
a 1970 order by U.S. District constitutionally segregated?
Call 753-9849
==
Court Judge Manuel Real of President Ford has asked sweeping elimination of
F1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111a
Los Angeles requiring the Congress to limit busing or- programs that direct federal
Pasadena district to eliminate ders to five years, but op- money to cities by attacking
If You
all schools largely composed ponents of his proposal say it specific programs, embracing
an
exten
sive
progr
am
would
of
uncons
be
block
tituti
of members of one racial
onal.
Need Them:
grants.
minority.
-Should Real have acFire
753-1441
Carter supported the public
Left unanswered by the cepted an altern
Police
ative plan, works-employment bill
753-1621
now
Supreme Court were questions based on "mag
Rescue
net" schools before President
753-6952
Ford
,
such as these:
Ambulance 753-9332
rather than busing, which the saying,
"It would not be
-Was Real's order valid to Pasadena board
Hospital
proposed rejected by a president
who
begin with? The Supreme after an antib
Emergency 753-5131
using majority genuinely understood
about
Court said in 1971 that fixed was elected to
Humane Society..
the panel?
our cities and their people."
'753-3994
Comprehensive
I FOUND W SISTER
UNFORTUNATELLe, r
Care
753-6622
BELLE ... AND LOHAT A
CAN'T 5Aq MUCH FO4Z
Poison Control 753-7588
REUNION WERE HAVING
HE TEEN-AGE SON"
Senior Citizens753-0929
fiEU_E 15 JUST AS
Needline... 75.3-NEED
BEAUTIFUL AS EVER"
Learn to Read 753-2288

SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products,
Call Zone manager, 7535550.

•• .
:•:-..

•Sclal

officials in formulation of ('arte
r win a string of key
national policy.
primaries.
He gave no specifics - The event
was a gala
dollar amount or otherwise - political debut
for Carter
on his proposed aid package to before many
mayors who had
the cities.
never met him, and his speech
"America's No. 1 economic mapped a domestic strategy
problem is our cities," he said based on federal cooperation
ith state and local officials.
in remarks for the U.S.
Conference of Mayors.
-After eight years of Ford
Several
hundred and Nixon, Carter looks
Democratic urban leaders something like the Greek
God
were sparing no effort to show of Cities," said an aide to
Carter he has their full sup- Newark, N.J., Mayor Kenne
th
port. Among the mayors are Gibson. The conference,
several whose support helped dominated by Democrats, has

Pu12#1

OUO OD 11023W
M22M3R M330R0
OB 01NOOMO 03
OS 01120 OROM
Z333 ORMO ORO
COM33 MOM MR
MO2R 0.02M
PS 0000 M2333
OUR MUMM MR02
NOMA 0212W Oa
RZ WORRN50 Ma
Z3MMR3 020M9P
29
Ofq OUU

21 Sicilian
30 Electrified
40 Exist
volcsno
particle
42 Afternoon
22 'solaced
32
Algenan
parties
person
Currency
seaport
43 Spreads for
fabbr
25 Siamese nadrying
23 I tern of prop- 33Chapeau
tive
34 French arti- 44 Cover
erty
28 Greek letter
cle
45 Be in debt
29 Bitter vetch 24 Skill
76 Enthusiasm 35 C ornmernor 47 Stitch
30 L ibless
live
march
49
Affirmative
31 Expel air for 27 Pronoun
37 Old pronoun
vote
29 Sea eagle
cibly
39 Earn
Tiny
50
through
1
2 T3 :5::•5 6 7 I :xpii, •
I0

34 Become
2
aware of
IS
36 Shallow
vessel
36 Lad
38 Woman s
name
22 23
39 Small rug
40 Uninteresting 'aa
person
41 Bury
•:,...,
43 Afternoon
party
44 Also
46 Wipe out
s
48 Uncooked
St Possess
52 Helped
53 C hinge CC/1- 44 4
W of
54 Foothke pert I)
55 Cooks
slowly
isa
St Bishopric

MILWAUKEE (API -Declaring that American
cities have been used by
Republican administrations
as political whipping boys,
presidential
Democratic
candidate Jimmy Carter
today delivered a tailormade
appeal to big-city mayors for
"a restoration of federalism."
Carter said his federalist
war on urban financial
troubles would involve federal
financial support to struggling
cities, administrative freedom
for local governments, and
involvement of state and local

Answer to Monday a

DOWN
1 Concealed
2 High card
3Categories
4 Pronoun
5 Cut of meat
6 Turns inside
Out
7 Doctrine
8E rnmets
9 Clapboards
10 Man s name
11 Prohibit
$9 Note of
scale

Appeal To Mayors Of Big Cities

WANT ADS
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Musical

YAMAHA
guitar. Le
Excellent
753-4383 •
4843 after
23.Extern')
SLUGGS,S
fungis,
insects
Plastic p
Kelly Te
Control,7
24

Miscella

CUSTOM
made an
tique #
Buy dire
a11
Helthoped
West Ky.
South 3
Phone 144
MARBLE
66 inches
48". Ro
sink, 2 St
42". Call
REX'S
Irvin Co
way 732
canadi
Crawler
5894. afte
27 Mobile
1972 12
BEDR
Fox
M
electric,
and air.
1-382-2224
1975 AL
mobile h
underpi
ditioned,
heat. Ph

Pursu
tucky
Unive
40506,
Harr
Agric
progr
educe
cons
(cattl
The p
anim
asse
bovin
The
coun
1976,
1,l7
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EMI
7

'for less
ALT
Call 753-

Med

ED
L WORIC,
recomiferences.
me. Call

Vacuum Cleaners

27.Mobile Home Sales

ELECTROLUX SALES TWO BEDROOM trailer,
all electric. Call 753-3539
and service. Call Tony
after 5.
Montgomery, 753-6700,
day or night.
41.
WE BUY used mobile
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
homes. Top prices paid.
and Service, 500 Maple
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Street. New and rebuilt
Sales, Paducah. Call
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
442-1918 or 443-8226.
24 Hour answering
31 Want To Rent
,ervice
LATE
IN
WOMAN
twenties would like
roommate to share rent.
Sunny, charming
in
home
country
Mayfield. Call 14429818.

18. Sewing Machines

ICAN and
gold. Call

luck and
ist prices
cm 199, St.
Kentucky
!ation. Will

INITURE,
North of
641 has
; vinyl
in 9 and 12
patterns to
Call 753-

solitaire.
take over
.11753-2810.

U TRUST
to an unlor? How
iome? Your
trained idable -we
anent place
Call Now!!
s Carpenter
4.

ST Sell, 1709
, Wed. and
2 to 6 p. m.
om suite,
two
set,
;uites, two
case, tables
odds and

S look dull
emove spots
!ar with Blue
nt electric
Big K, Bell
rig Center.

)$100
FF

v Houses.
ker
ales
eM
2900
refinishing
Lemon oil,
furniture
d refinisher.
Lumber

SET OF 8.
son Castleton
.ose-Fosteria
rel, Noritake
in excellent
Call 753-5106

SOFT and
-e carpets
with Blue
ent electric
Western
of "Wishing
op''.
[TON SALE,
Edison 10,000
9.95. 17,000
5. 20,000 BTU
?3,000 BTU
?6,000 BTU
rallin Hardis from Post
is, Tenn.
: large tame
1753-4725.
rnishings
IRE
RATOR with
r,
Sears
5. Frigidaire
1 753-7605 or

RE LIKE
-een living
r, $125. Red
ouch, $125.
Ind
white
chair, $75,
table and
Call 753-0504

38. Pets

Singer Sewing
Machine Shop
SALES & SERVICE
753-5323
Bel-Air Center
19. Farm Equipment
NEW IDEA 2 row corn
picker mounted on 400
Case diesel tractor. Both
in excellent condition.
Call 753-5107.

MINIATURE POODLE.
bred
pure
Male
Chocolate. Phone 7533041
BASSETT PUPPIES,
AKC registered, weined
and wormed. Call 3954483, Calvert City.

DACHSUND
TWO
puppies. Full blooded.
Call 436-2612.

20. Sports Equipment
14'
ALUMINUM
ARKANSAS traveler
boat and trailer. Call
753-1492.
1966 16' MARK TWAIN,
110 h. p. Mercury and
trailer, extras, used
very little. Call 753-4486.

TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. Call
436-5467.

Phone 753-5865
or 753-5108

VERY
NICE
one
bedroom furnished
apartment, fully carpeted, air condition, b2
block from college.
Available now. Call 7532967 or 753-4478.

TWO BEDROOM Duplex,
Duiguid Drive, fully
carpeted, central heat
and air, built-in stove,
YAMAHA 12 string
garbage disposal,
guitar. Les Paul copy.
washer 82 dryer hookup.
Excellent condition. Call
Patio. $150.00 per month
753-4383 before 5, 753plus utilities. Available
4843 after 5
July 1, 1976. Call 7530053 or 753-7154.
23. Exterminating
MODERN FURNISHED
SLUGGS,SNAILS WOOD
apartment, water
fungis, mold, roaches,
furnished. Call 753-8333.
insects and termites.
Plastic put under house.
APARTKelly Termite and Pest FURNISHED
or 2
one
MENTS,
Control, 753-3914.
bedrooms. Also sleeping
rooms, Zimmerman
24 Miscellaneous
Apartments. South 16th
Street, call 753-6609.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for antique beds or campers. EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for rent, furBuy direct and save on
nished. Call 753-1960.
all
mattresses,
Helthopedic or foam.
MANOR
MURRAY
West Ky. Mattress, 1136
apartments Diuguid
South 3rd, Paducah,
Road. Modern, central
Phone 1443-7232.
air, unfurnished. I
MARBLE VANITY top bedroom from 103, 2
66 inches, may be cut to
bedroom from 120.
48". Round lavatory
Lease required. $100.00
sink, 2 steel posts. 39" to
deposit. Call 753-8668.
42". Call 753-3509.
34. Houses For Rent
REX'S WORM FARM,
Irvin Cobb Road,(Highway 7321, red worms,
Night
canadian
Crawlers. Phone 4365894. after 5 n.m.
27. Mobile Home Sales

THREE BEDROOM
HOUSE, 1508 Valentine
Ave. Call Hunter Love,
753-2342 between 7:30
and 8:30 a.m.
FOUR ROOM HOUSE for
rent. $70 per month.
Phone 753-9959.

1972 12 x 60 TWO
BEDROOM trailer at
Meadows. All
Fox
electric, central heat
and air, furnished. Call
1-382-2224.

TWO BEDROOM BRICK
home, 3/2 mile from city.
Call 753-8681 or 753-7850.

1975 ALL ELECTRIC
mobile home,furnished,
underpinned, air conditioned, plus central
heat. Phone 767-4055.

HORSES FOR SALE.
horses for
Gentle
anyone to ride. $250 and
up. Call 474-2717.

37. Livestock

Supplies

LEGAL NOTICE
Pursuant to MRS 247.610 to MRS 247.685, the Kentucky Beef Cattle Association, E. S. Good Barn,
University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky
40506, has made application to Thomas 0.
Harris, Commissioner, Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, for certification to conduct a
program of research, market development and
education to increase the domestic and foreign
consumption, use, sale, and markets for bovine
(cattle) animals and bovine animal products.
The program is to be implemented by the bovine
animal producers levying upon themselves an
assessment of ten cents (10t per head on all
bovine animals marketed in the state.
The referendum is to be conducted in all 1211
counties in the Commonwealth in early fall of
1976, with the deduction beginning on November
1, 1976, provided the referendum passes.
Smith Y. Iowa, President
Kentucky Beef Cattle A1SOtoesen
Thomas 0 Harris, Commissioder
Keetucky 1:34p0,1,..01 of Agricultwe

40. Produce
GROWN
HOME
TOMATOES. C dr A
Farms, Poor Farm Rd
Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
closed Sundays.

46 Homes For Sale

AND 5'4 acres
ROBERTS REALTY - HOUSE
is half rock
House
land.
your leader in sales for
and half brick. With 40 x
listings.
your
1976 needs
60 concrete block body
Call 753-1651, if you are
shop. On Highway 641
interested in selling
North, 4 miles out of
your property.
Murray. Call 753-5618.

AKC
MINIATURE
Schnauzers. Seven
weeks old, 2 females,
one male. Call 753-1549.

For Rent

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah,Ky.

43 Real Estate

kittens,
HIMALAYAN
champion blood lines,
home raised, personality plus. All shots.
Call 1-554-4186.

32. Apartments For Rent

Nice furnished apartments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys
Also 4 bedroom furnished house for
i•ollege girls.

'TELL ME THAT STOP:'? AGAM
A500T MY INCUMBENCY."

ONE IRISH SETTER
puppy for sale. C,all 7538470.

BEDROOM
TWO
FRAME at South 9th,
has to be moved from lot
within 60 days of purchase. Contact administrator MurrayCounty
Calloway
Hospital before July 1.

41,Public Sales

THREE ACRES with T.
V. A. frontage. Good
road frontage on Kirby
at
Trail
Jennings
Hamlin, Ky. Reasonably
priced or will trade.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or 753-7531.

OWNER -BRICK
BY
house on 1 acre lot, large
garage. Call 489-2617.
LARGE DEN WITH
fireplace, 3 bedroom,
13-2 baths, brick home on
1 acre. Separate 12' x 24'
building with 34 bath.
Ideal for office or shop.
$29,500. For showing call
Bob Perrin, 753-3509 or
CLAUDE L MILLER
REAL ESTATE, 7535064.

1 Services Offered

1967 PONTIAC 1„e Mans,
326 motor, 4 in floor,
specail mag wheels, 2
new radiaLatires. Call
from 9-5 at 753-7865.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

1973 LTD BROUGHAM,
local car, excellent
condition. Low mileage.
Call 436-2612.

DOZER AND backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p.m. Call 1-3548161 or 1-354-8138.

1957 CHEVROLET 3.-2 ton
truck, 1972 42 ton
Chevrolet truck, 1973 4
door Chrysler New
Yorker. Call days 7534751, nights 753-3447.

AKC REGISTERED
German Shepherd
puppies. Call 753-3938.

LOOKING FOR FURNISHED 2 bedroom
house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.

NEW IDEA No. 305 2 row
corn picker. Also two
farm wagons. Call 7538940.

49. Used Cars & TruCks

Supplies

LICENSED electrician prompt efficient service. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 7530605.

1974 FORD LTD station ELECTRICAL WIRING
wagon, excellent con- home and industriaTair
dition. Call 753-7370 or conditioning, and
753-0129.
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474or 753-7203.
8841
NEW 1975 DODGE 0-600
2 ton truck, 900 tires,
7,000 lb. front axle,
17,000 lb. rear axle. Call CARPET CLEANING
very
experienced,
753-4652 or 753-8295 after
reasonable rates,
5 p. m.
free
references,
estimates. Quick drying.
1970 TWO DOOR Impala,
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
power and air, very nice
car. $1050. Call 753-4530.
CARPENTER REPAIR,
and alterations, and
1969 FORD GALAXY 500,
furniture repair. Call
2 door hardtop, lots of
after 5, 436-2476.
miles but in good condition. $650. Call 753ALUMINUM DOORS and
2691.
plate glass, store front
work, storm doors.
CUSTOM,
1970 FORD
windows and screens.
police interceptor, new
glass, mirrors
Insulated
nice
Extra
battery.
and glass shelves and
condition. Asking $500.
table tops. Window glass
Can be seen at 504 Vine.
screen
and
replacement. Free
1974 BRONCO, 4 wheel
estimates, mobile
drive, V-8 automatic,
service, pickup and
excellent
condition.
delivery. M & G Com$3,550 or best offer. Call
plete Glass. Phone 753753-7750 after 5.
8210 or 489-2423.

51. Services Offered
WILL DO HOUSEWORK
and some yard work
Call 753-1495.
LAKELAND CONSTRUCTION backhoe
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores
area. White rock
delivered anywhere.
Call Ross,436-2505.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs.
CUSTOM HAY baling and
custom combine. Cali
753-8090.
MOBILE HOME anchors,
custom
underpinning,
patio
and
porch
awnings, car porches
and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m.
Jack Glover.

51. Services Offered
BY
GUTTERING
SEARS, Soso seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
IMHOME
BOB'S
PROVEMENT SERVICE, carpentry,
painting, cement work.
Call 436-2502.
ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
vinyl siding, aluminum
awnings.
vinyl
or
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.
WANTED ELDERLY
lady to keep in state
approved home. Call
753-6392.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
free
for
753-2310
estimates.

GET PROFESSIONAL
carpet cleaning results

54 Free Column

I AT DO-IT-YOURSELF PRIC(S)
MOT OUR PUNSOIV/L-01
portable. issi-1100se came clson.F14
gariltf
mochiee
• MOM GPM an,. rid
ON war sad
derins WARR
• lessen ail MO IR
gums and issiden

ONE BLUE MALE cat,
one male and 1 female
yellow striped cat Call
753-9846.
FREE ADULT FEMALE
Collie dog and puppy.
Female is gold with
white markings, 1 3,2
years old, very shy. Was
and
abandoned
desperately needs good
home. Call 753-4307 after
5.

holetiwgiyirnsc.
.
aornedsolels
vacuumMSo
your
• 1
carpets CLEAN
and FRESH,

1111E411N
•

g • Rost les mly
-. $12 shy

Mori a y Noon•
Lai Info
Choseno St 753.267

BLOODED
FULL
Malumute and German
Shepherd, female Free
to good home. Call 7536182

YARD SALE, Wednesday
NEW HOME,3 bedroom,
and Thursday, 236
bath, built-ins. City
Riviera Ct., 9 a.m. to 3
water and sewer. Call
KIRBY CARPET CARE
p.m. Clothes, shoes,
753-3509.
1975 DATSUN B210, 8000 FOR YOUR SEPTIC
For
clean rugs of all kinds.
Sale
46
Homes
of
lots
avon,
DUE TO ILLNESS in the
TANK and backhoe
miles, 5 months old. Also
In business, homes,
miscellaneous. Good
family, a dog needs a
John
call
needs
work
rugs
THREE BEDROOM, LARGE FRAME house, 5
35
Seaking
institution
Runabout
15'
and
prices, Everything must
good home. This is a six
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
carpeted
throughout,
h. p. motor, tilt trailer,
bedroom, 2 baths,
come clean by steam
go.
year old male housedog.
436-2586_
air.
heat
and
central
Free
garage.
condition.
heat,
excellent
cleaning.
central
•
Jim Clopton at 753Call
Bunt last summer. Five
from
$650.00. Phone 753-5151
block
estimates. 24 hour
Half
WET BASEMENT? We
3186.
miles east. 327,500. Call
or 753-1621.
answering service, 500
University. Reasonably
make wet basements
753-3938.
priced. Call 753-9755.
Maple.753-0359.
1973 CHEVROLET K-5
dry, work completely
NEW LISTING, to settle
FREE PUPPIES. Call
or
4.
x
4
time
Call
ull
Blazer-f
guaranteed.
estate, good 3 bedroom
753-3465.
41.Motorcycles
1973 GRAND LUXURY
PAINTING,INTERIOR
Air, power, steering and
write Morgan Conframe home with extra
24' x 54', all electric on
exterior by the
and
brakes. Two sets of
struction Co. Route 2,
lot. Two blocks from
1973 HONDA 350. 753-7980,
FREE CAT-MALE to
120' x 150' lot. Air conhour or job. Free
wheels included. Call
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
University. Only $14,500.
good condition.
good home. Call 753ditioned, fully carpeted
753Call
estimates.
753-2385 after 5 p.m.
42001. Phone day or
Galloway Realty, 7537605.
and furnished. Call 7538343.
night 442-7926.
5842, 505 Main, Murray,
5226 after 5:00.
125 HONDA 1974 model.
1969 PLYMOUTH FURY
Ky.
Must sell, $185, cash.
baby
1 owner, white with red EXPERIENCED
Phone 489-2640.
EXTRA NICE TWO
CLEARANCE SALE
sitter need children to
interior V-8 automatic,
LAKEFRONT HOME on
with
bedroom house
during week. Call
air, nearly
and
keep
28 through July 17
power
June
Lake
Kentucky
carport and large lot.
FOR SALE 1976 HONDA
753-3932 or 753-0932.
new tires. $650. Call 436featuring 3 bedrooms,
753Call
Price $15,500.
Close out Arts and Crafts Department
CB 500, 500 miles. Call
2427.
1½ baths, large den with
3293.
-Ricky
527-8874
off
vi
50•
on most arts and craft items end on Ii candies Red
fireplace, over 2,000
LAWN
MOWING,
Puckett, Benton, Ky.
candle holders. Take advantage of Me savings!
1069 PONTIAC GRAND
good
square ft. of living area.
rates,
reasonable
HOUSE FOR SALE, 3
Plan nom for birthday onniverseriss. end SWIM ClorioNnos oil
PRIX, very clean, extra
Contact KOPPERUD
references. Call Terry
ts. White ia ttsit shop register for Doll nous* volved at 575 00 to
bedroom, bath and half,
974
1
XL-175,
HONDA
mechanically.
good
REALTY 753-1222 for
at 767-4797.*
bo given away on Saturday, luty 17. ot 4:10 p.m; Too mood not
quiet street. Large
model. Almost new, 835
$575. Call 436-2427.
full time, professional
he present to erin This ado can not be repeated because MI
area,
dining
Kitchen,
miles, $575. Honda CLme room for nee Bed find Beth ismer
real estate service.
items must be sold
and family room. Call
350 Scrambler, 1972 1966 EL CAMINO for sale
Deportment coiling soon to
after 5, 753-6855.
model, exceptionally
For New Home
in good condition. Call
78 ACRE FARM southnice and clean,$595. Call
753-3384.
west of Murray just
Additions
BLACKFORD HOUSE
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
753-7'63.
listed. Farm has older
14
x
1 404 Coldwater Rd
brick, large lot, 10
Commercial
1973 PINTO Runabout
frame home, pole barn,
storage building. Near
WindGT 550 SUZUKI
local car, excellent
For free estimates
tobacco barn, milk
center.
shopping
Meese not* from July 7 to 16 the shop will be open from 12 00
fairing.
jammer
condition, Call 753-0364
house and other outCall
to 5 30. Monday through Saturday
Owners must sell,
backrest
rack,
luggage
after 5 p.m.
buildings, 4 ponds, 56
leaving town. Call 753with pad, many other
tendable acres, and 12
Tabors
7227 or 753-5267.
extras. Call 753-0324.
acres in timber. Contact
1967 V.W. Squareback.
Construction
KOPPERUD REALTY,
$350. Call 437-4813.
Call
Honda.
70
CT
1971
711 Main, 753-1222 for all
489-2110 or 489-2261
FOR SALE
753-8072.
your real estate needs.
1971 FORD LTD, 2 door
BY OWNER
hardtop, steering,
HEIGHTS-2
1973 XL 250 HONDA,
ALMO
Three bedroom, 2
brakes and air. $850. GRADUATE STUDENT
excellent condition. Less
bedroom home, very
bath, kitchen-dining
wishing to do farm labor
1951 Willis Jeep pickup,
than 1300 miles. Call 437recently remodeled.
room, living room,
such as - hauling hay in
no motor, $350. 1973
garage.
.171 after 6 p m.
large patio and outDouble
the afternoon, etc. Call
Honda 125, Trail, needs
building. Located in
basement, family room,
753-9806.
work. $100. Call 489-2434.
Bagwell Manor Subwall to wall carpeting
1975 YAMAHA 100 MX,
division. Priced in
and spacious outdoor
brand new No scrat- 1974
STARCRAFT PROFESSIONAL
is
low 30's. Call David
storage areas. Lot
ches. Call before 5, 753CARPET cleaning by
trailer. Sleeps
swinger
King, 753-8355 or 753approximately 2 acres.
0405, after 5, 753-0189,
Servicemaster, over 25
Stove, sink, icebox.
47111ea
six.
5.
8356
after
Call 753-8080 or come by
ask for Troy.
years experience, steam
Call 753-8487.
$1700
105 N. 12th, BOYDor dry foam shampoo
REAL
MAJORS
48. Automotive Se'reice
fully
50. Campers
We
method.
3
BY
OWNER
bedroom
ESTATE.
guarantee all work to
brick, fully carpeted.
ONE SET of tires. Two
1969 ROADRUNNER
customers satisfaction.
Kitchen with built-ins, 2
H60-15. Two F60-15. Call
camper, 8' self conFEATURED THIS
Call collect for free
air conditioners, fenced
753-4383 before 5, 753tained pickup. Excellent
WEEK
estimates, 247-7333.
backyard, 14' x 20'
4843 after 5
Charming executive type
condition. Call after 4:30
workshop. Call 753-7140
home in Canterbury
-ma 1
weekdays,436-5310.
after 5 p. m.
VERYECKEN AND
Shady
49. Used Cars 81 Trucks
Estates.
BAKER building conbackyard with cedar
1972 STARCRAFT,
tractors. Home and
I,
MACH
MUSTANG
fence, lovely landscaped
gas
6,
sleeps
1974
Starflite,
Brightly decorated
commercial. Painting
air.
and
all
automatic
lot. House has
V-6,
stove, ice box, water
brick home at corner
and remodeling. Free
desirable features,
$2850. Call 753-6907.
tank, sink, closet,
of
Doran
and
IT •iMA5 GM'S ANSWER To FORDS STYLIPG REWLITIONV
Over 30
estimates.
builtincluding disposal,
electrical hookup. Call
SLINDARD WERE 9284P c, .8111E FueME 5I5' ENGfOlc COLLIMN
Magnolia. Paneled
years experience. Call
LINTED 3-SPEED 511CX .9fla, la-mart in> f.BRONE-S, MCI - UP
in range, dishwasher
fiP C)-6
753-1492.
family room warmed
1910 INTERNATIONAL
LA0173.. NO REAR FIXER SIOPTS SECUCTNE CPTCNS CS
or 436-2476.
436-2262
six
3
Ovrn4 FEWEKIUDBLQACICA, RADfQ NEATER RX, LIGHTS. WHIT F
compactor,
and
by brick fireplace.
Scout, automatic, four
THE
F4allL1
414LLS, TWD SPEED TRENSTALL OVERDRIVE, AND
Large kitchen with
bedrooms. 2 baths, large
wheel drive.8 track tape
WHEEL CAMPER Pop ROY
GAZELLE ORNAMENT. THEY CALLED IT THE "MBY CACKLLA..
HARMON'S
TH:ISE GOOD OL CHEWY DAY5 MOPE THAN 25 YEAR',
IN
built-in stove, oven
with
room
family
AM-FM.
Call
player,
Up, sleeps 6, stove, sink,
CARPENTER SHOP.
AGQ
and
dishwasher.
fireplace, 2 car garage,
753-5281.
ENGINE.- OHV b 2165 CU IN 92 BHP
water tank, icebox,
SMICIRCATIONSf
Professionals.
ia..IDE ENGINE )-014Y b 235 5 al trr V5MP
Three bedrooms, two
paved drive, has central
furnace and electrical
050 IN 138SEC re WEED 87
s(KYKRGLIDE)
remodeling,
Building,
walk-in closets, 1b2
SEED 94
(STANIORWO 050 IN 12 I/ 5EC
he and air, wall to wall
Excellent
hookup.
CHEVROLET,2 door
1962
753Call
repairing.
1951
pl:ICE
TDCAY (MIW)1.2,5oo
1.2.030
VALISES
baths, central air
carpet. Large lot in City
Call
$325.
$1175.
condition.
coupe, 29 m.p.g.
4124, South 4th Street.
conditioning and gas
2ltvrfrtri.=1;..erS6111"
School District. Call for
753-0605
Call 753-5563.
HiAcross from
Mid-thirties.
heat.
appointment to see,
Burger.
Call 753-6387 for apGUY SPANN REALTY,
1968 VW, needs rings and
16' TRAILER, camper.
pointment.
901 Sycamore St., 753valves MO. Call 436WILL BUSH HOG lots
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
• 5346.
7724.
Call 753-1980, D. 0
Cfri
Parks.
Offered
Services
51.
10
BEAUTIFUL
Room 1971
VW
FOR ALL YOUR INSUPER
'The Store For Men
frame
home,
3
BEETLE, 1973 Pontiac
SURANCE or Real
DOZER WORK - small
BACKHOE
GENERAL
2
bedrooms,
4
baths,
Murray, Ky.
Estate needs. Call
La Mans Sport coupe.
size ideal for leveling,
work,'-white gravel.
fireplaces, all rooms
Wilson Insurance and
Both in good condition.
Brandon Jerry Key
Billy
backfilling.
Owners
spreading
436Call
gravel.
bank
large. Priced in the 30's.
Real Estate, 753-3263.
Call 437-4838 or 437-4257.
753-7570.
or
753-7370
Call
2306
Call 753-4907 after 6:00.
Across from Post Officet,

=MI

CARS

GRE -ScI lig/1641W

'

STYLELINE CONVT.
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Wilkerson Is
Dead At Age 59;

Brother Of Murray
Man Dies Thursday

Singing-On-lake Will
Feature Gospel Groups

The annual Singing-On-TheLake will feature special
talented gospel groups each
Ted Henson of Detroit,
Mich., brother of Pete Henson night of the event to open at
of Murray, died there Thur- eight p.m. Thursday, July 1,
Mrs.
Leon
iBuNell)
sday.
He was 71 years of age.
Wilkerson of Mayfield Route
The
deceased was the son of
One died Monday at 9:20 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway the late Bill and Nora Henson
(Continued from Page 1
County Hospital. She was 59 of Masshall County, and was a
retired employe of the
years of age.
Here is how the tax cuts
Born August 26, 1916, in Chrysler Corporation.
work:
Survivors
are
his
wife,
Mrs.
Calloway County, she Was the
A taxpayer is allowed to
daughter of the late Lucius Margaret Henson, four sons,
subtract directly from taxes
and
one
daughter,
of
all
Erwin and Annie Love Bray
Mich.;
three owed $35 for himself and each
Erwin. She was a member of Detroit,
dependent. Or, he may subthe Memorial Baptist Church, brothers, Pete of Murray,
tract 2 per cent of the first
Euck
Henson
Benton,
of
and
Murray. She was preceded in
$9.000 of taxable income,
death by one daughter, Mrs. Lonnie Henson of Huntingdon,
meaning a maximum credit of
Tenn.;
four
sisters,
Mrs.
Dell
Wilkinson,
Jackie
on
Reynolds of Detroit, Mich., $180.
February 21, 1974.
The credit is available to
Mrs. Wilkerson is survived Mrs. E. L. Barnett and Mrs.
taxpayer — whether he
•
every
Joe
Ernstberge
both
r,
of
by her husband, Leon
itemizes or takes the standard
Paducah,
and
Ola
Mrs.
Griffin
Wilkerson, Mayfield Route
deduction.
One, to whom she was of Concord, Calif.
—A taxpayer who does not
Funeral and burial services
married in October 1958; one
itemize is allowed a minimum
were
held
Monday
in
Detroit,
daughter, Mrs. Steve Webstandard deduction of $1,700 or
bie Miller, 14141,2 Vine Street, Mich.
$2,100 for joint returns. The
Murray; one son, Joe
maxmum standard deduction
Allbritten, Shady Lane,
is 16 per cent of adjusted gross
Murray; one sister, Mrs.
income, up to $2,400 for single
Elizabeth Hendricks, Murray
persons and $2,800 for joint
Route Five; four grandreturns.
children.
—Poor working families
The funeral will be held
with children are allowed a
Thursday at ten a.m. at the
special tax credit by subchapel of the Max Churchill
tracting up to $400 from their
Funeral Home with Rev.
Dr. Herbert Lee Williams, a tax bill. This is a 10 per cent
Robert L. Prince officiating. former Murray resident, now
credit on the first $4,000 of
Burial will be in the Murray chairman of the Department
earning income, which phases
City Cemetery.
of Journalism at Memphis down until it disappears at the
Friends may call at the State University, Memphis,
$8,000 earnings level.
funeral home after six p.m. Tenn., has written a new
book,
today Tuesdayl.
SRI s2/04 4falket,
"No Room For Doubt,"
published by Broadrnan Press 11.•4110111111
4•111111111M
of Nashville, Tenn,
Prima of tact of local Wang al Dom
The author is the son of Mrs.
EDT, today, turtuated to the
&
W. P. Williams, Paris, Tenn., Danes by Ptrit of Michigan, Ledger
Corpt, al
and the brother of James C. Murray are as follow,
Williams, former publisher of HBI,Heublesn Inc
eh At
Funeral services for Mrs. the Murray Ledger
Kaufman & Broad
& Times. Ponderosa
9 +14
Lena Cunningham of 523 He is married
Systems
9%
-elb
to the former Kimberly Clark
44 -14
Broad Street, Murray, are Mary
Elizabeth Roberts of Union Carbide
67% unc
W.R Grace
being held today at two p.m. at Murray,
27% +14
daughter of Mrs. W. Texaco
271 unc
the chapel of the Max Chur- P.
Roberts of Memphis, General Elec.
5714 +1%
GAF Corp
chill Funeral Home with Bro. formerly
15% unc
of Murray, and they Georgia Pacific
51 -%
Bobby Witnerington and Bro. have three
Pfizer
sons.
+%
Jim Walters
Jerrell White officiating and
36 unc
Dr. Williams teaches the Kirsch
14%
A4
Mrs. Oneida White playing the Men's
Bible Class at Bellevue Disney
5514 -%
Franklin Mint
organ.
31%
4-14
Baptist Church, one of the
Serving as pallbearers are largest
Baptist churches in the
Prices
of
"Locks
of
local
interest
at noon
Will Stanton Rogers, Dee Southern
today formatted to the Ledger it Times by
Baptist Convention.
I IA Sunon Co are ea haws
Lamb, Clyde Robertson,
Dr. Ramsey Pollard, retired
Homer Outland, Joe Morton, minister
of the Bellevue Industrial Avg
Hayford Henry, Keith Ken- Baptist Church,
wrote the AN
32% -%
nedy, and Ken Barber. Burial foreword for the
new book in AMO
V* —
will be in the Goshen which he says:
ASH
vv.
+46
"This book
Si% +14
Cemetery.
comes from the heart and pen
5•14
Mrs. Cunningham, age 78, of a brilliant university GAF
19% —
GM
41 ,11
died Saturday at 8:25 a.m. at professor who writes
in such GY
21% +14
the Murray-Calloway County unique fashion
GR
X%
+14
that it will GO
WIHospital. Her husband, strengthen
every believer, PSM
WI-Grover Cunningham, died and convince
21% +14
many un- OAT
RS
31/4 —
November 22, 1962. She was a believers
who would study its SMF
231I +14
member of the Union Grove content with
9% %
open and sear- TAP
W
17% +14
Church of Christ.
ching minds."
7F.
374 +14
Survivors
are
three
daughters, Mrs. Ernest
Mayfield, Murray, Mrs. Perry
Wilkerson and Mrs. Ernest
Savittieri, Phoenix, Ariz.;
four sons, G. C. and Clifford
Smith, Phoenix, Ariz., James
Southern Baptist churches a 250 voice choir made up
Smith, Seattle, Wash., and
of Graves County will hold from the combined choirs of
Harry Smith, Zaire, South
Africa; one sister, Mrs. special services July 4 to 9 at the Graves County churches.
the new Mayfield High School Special music guests will
Bertha Anderson, and one
Gymnasium
on Highway 121 include Russell Newport of
brother, Rev, W. T. Garland,
Paducah; twenty-two grand- East and Douthitt Road in Springfield, Mo., Ron Collins
of Mt. Washington, arid Bill
children; fourteen great Mayfield.
The services will begin at and Anna Keith, formerly of
grandchildren.
7:30 each evening. This will be Mayfield.
the week of celebrating 200
years of Baptist preaching in
Kentucky along with the
nation's bicentennial.
Five prominent speakers in
the Southern Baptist Convention will be among the
speakers at the services. They
Beth Fa!well, registered include
Dr. J. Roy Weber,
nurse, will be the guest at the
Calloway County Public president of the convention;
Library Story Hour on Dr. Henry Franklin Paschall,
Wednesday, June 30, at both past president of the conthe ten a.m. and three p.m. vention and native of Hazel;
sessions.
Rev. Jim Henry, pastor at;
Mrs. Falwell will acquaint Nashville, Tenn.; Dr. Jimmy
the children with some of the Drayper, pastor at Euless,
duties of a nurse and children Texas; Dr. Fred Wood, pastor
will participate in some of the at Memphis, Tenn.
activities.
Plans are underway to have
Stories and movies will also
be presented. The morning
hour is for preschool children
and the afternoon hour for
school age children.

Funeral Thursday

Taxes. . .

Dr. Williams
Has New Book
Published

Mrs. Cunningham's
Funeral Is Today

and continue each evening
through Saturday, July 3, at
the airport at Gilbertsville.
Groups to be featured
Thursday
include
The
Kingsmen, The Dixie Echoes,
Jake Hess Singers, Singing
Christians from Texas, Wall!,
Fowler, The Impressions, and
The Songmasters.
Friday night's talent will
include Blackwood Brothers,
Blue Ridge, Florida Boys,
Windy Bagwell and the
Sunliters, The Singing Speers,
and the Lester Family.
The closing night on
Saturday will feature J. D.
Sumner and The Stamps, The
Singing Speers, Jerry and the
Singing Goffs, The Scenicland
Boys, Dixie Melody Boys,
Willie Wynn and the Tennesseans, and Jerry Moody.
Local talent will also be
presented each evening.
Reserved seat tickets at five
dollars each may be purchased at the Bank of Murray,
Peoples Bank, or Corn-Austin.
General Admission will be
four dollars for adults and two
dollars for children under
twelve. For general admission
persons are asked to bring
their own chairs.
The public is urged to attend
this special annual event to
hear the best in gospel music
from the best gospel groups in
the country, a spokesman
said.

UPWARD BOUND PAGEAN 1 WINNERS—Karen Retie.'
Hunter tit Clinton and Rusty Curtis Jones of Mayfield
Route 4(center) won the titles of Miss Upward Bound and
Mr. Upward Bound in the Project Upward Bound Pageant
af Murray State University Saturday evening. Shown with them
(from left) are:['Tanya Smith of Clinton, second runnerup to Miss Upward Bound; Frieda Kaye Simmons of Hickman Route
1, first runnerup; William Gary of Paducah,
first runnerup to Mr. Upward Bound; and Dennis Gibson of
Hickman Route 2, second runnerup. They are among
about 75 West Kentucky high school students living on the
campus during summer school to participate in the experiential program.

Karen Hunter, Rusty Jones Win Pageant
Karen Renee Hunter of Clinton and
Rusty Curtis Jones of Mayfield Route 4
were selected as Miss Upward Bound
and Mr. Upward Bound during the
Project Upward Bound Pageant on the
campus of Murray State University on
Saturday evening, June 26.
Miss Hunter. the daughter of Mrs.
Jerelean Ford and granddaughter of
Mrs. Hattie Hunter, both of Clinton,
was selected from among 14 contestants. The 17-year-old spring
graduate of Hickman County High
School will compete in the Miss Kentucky World Contest in Louisville on
July 17.
Jones, a sophomore at Wingo High
School, is the son of Mrs. Mildred
Harris of Wingo and John Paul Jones of
Clinton. Chosen from among six contestants, he is 14 years old.
Frieda Kaye Simmons of Hickman
Route 1, a 17-year-old spring graduate

of Fulton County High School and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lee
Simmons, is the first runnerup to Miss
Hunter.
The second runnerup for the Miss
Upward Bound title was L'Tanya Smith
of Clinton, a junior at Rickman County
High School. Miss Smith, 16, is the
daughter of Mrs. Monzolla Lunson.
William Gary of Paducah, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Gary, is the first
runnerup to Jones in the Mr. Upward
Bound competition. He is an 18-year-old
senior at Paducah Tilghman High
School.
Dennis Gibson of Hickman Route 2, a
spring graduate of Fulton County High
School, is the second runnerup. Gibson
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jewell
Gibson.
Participants in Project Upward
Bound, an experiential program for
West Kentucky high school students
.,PCP1.-001J,"

living on the Murray State campus
during the summer term, planned all
phases of the pageant and provided the
entertainment during the evening.
Serving as the mistress and master of
ceremonies were Yvonne Triplett, a
Shelbyville senior, and Mahlon
Thomas, a teacher in the Carlisle
County school system. Both are
Upward Bound tutor counselors.
Judges were Ruth Devine, director of
the Alix Adams Modeling Agency in
Louisville, and Virginia Tirutell, a
model with that agency.
Thirteen local businesses donated
merchandise and serVices as pageant
prizes.
About 75 students are involved in
Project Upward Bound this year at
Murray State. The program, now in its
10th year on the campus, exposes
students to academic, recreational, and
cultural activities during summer
school.

AND "TWIST-AWAY" ARt

New!Economy Quarts
from Pepsi-Cola.
Now in 6-packs of money-back bottles.
The Pepsi-Cola quart is a real quart. 32 refreshing
ounces. Some soft-drink companies sell their product in

bottles that look like quarts. But they're really only
26- or 28-ounce bottles. The bottles in Pepsi-Cola's new
Economy Quart six-pack are real quarts
32 refreshing
ounces. So look carefully before you buy. And when
they're empty. bring 'em back for a refund the easy way
... in the handy carton you took them home-rn.

••00""*....

Bicentennial Services Planned
During Week At Mayfield

Beth Falwell To

cet

Speak For Story

Hour On Wednesday

46770N
with

WANT

See Us For
Your Home Loan
,‘

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
June 29, 1976
Kentucky Purchasati.Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 363 Est 500 Barrows &
Gilts fully 50 lower Sows steady 50
lower
1.IS I -2 200-230 1b6
551 5452 00
US 1-3 310-240 Ilas
151 00-51 50
US 2-4 240-260 Itzs
$50 n-51 00
llS 3-4 360-280
$49 25-.50 75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 I is
$41 00-41 50
US 1,3 300-450 1 h,
141 00-41 50
US 1-3 450A50 I be.
$41 50-42 00
11S 2-3 300-500 lbs
140 00-11 00
Boars 32 00-35 00

LAKE DATA
Kentucky 'Ake, 7 a.m. 358.3
no change. Below dam 301.9
down 0.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 358.4
no change. Below dam 307.0
clown 0.2.
Sunset 8:20. Sunrise 5:40.

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
Murray Branch
7th and Main
taw wow.
LENDER

etonfteto TII0:101/4103 0/ PeomCo.

'ELK
ROTT1F:D BY PADUCAH f40111.ING CO P ADUCAH.KY UNDER APPOINTMENT Fit,

these great paper buys...

"Alseessmew

-

REG.65t

SHAMPOO
76

Wednesday Thursday, Friday and Saturday Available
at stores that normally
serve plate lunches

. Supplement to The :Murray Ledger & Times: The Marshall
Cu. 'Tribune -Goldner; The Mayfield Messenger; The Paris
Post -Intelligences

Helps control dandruff flak;
ing with regular use ChOofe
7 Oz (net wt t tube or 11
Rind 02 lotion

a46'

Skit

TUBE OR LOTION

HOT DOG
SMALL COKE

HEAD & SHOULDERS

ROSES 1
LOW
PRICE
I

SAVE 61

AIN111110/

spito•

SAVE 88°

TOSES

** 4 **

1111 * CV**

je.$

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Murray, Kentucky

INNS aims,

Super Savings on these name brand products, your choice of Gillette's package of two twin -bladed Daisy
shavers. 400 double-tipped 0-tips cotton swabs. 5 oz Sure in regular or unscented fragrances. 6. 01.
(net wt I Ammens Medicated powder. 4 oz (net wt I Lotion Rose Neet or Lotion Lemon Neet hair remover.
''(Look for details on Neet s Surf and Sun Sweepstakes 11 oz (net wt ) White Rain hair spray. Scott towel
holder. package of 100 Bayer aspirin. or 7 oz (net wt ) Colgate family size toothpaste

LIMIT 2 EACH

YOUR CHOICE

Reber, mid
C,41,
ca /1SH
Si
'
FOOT OISCOSIIK"Si
'
.
4
.

America's
numberone

Four days only...

Mit

For monageable hair

Heritage designed Scottowels - 140
one-ply sheets, Viva Jumbo Napkins 140 one-ply sheets and Scott bathroom tissue - 500 two-ply sheets

REG.
UP TO
57e

SCOTT PAPER
PRODUCTS

Choose from

LI:11

scalTiovie

41

4-• Slit Out

'BICENTENNIAL
SAVINGS

BICENTEN
NIAL
SAVINGS
TOSES

▪ IdOmIlb

[

ee•

WWI a
Fon wads
ergs.

ikATEX

ORIPLESS•

SAVE

SAL

and

motor

tnat

LIMIT 1

2 oz net wt tars of Nestea 100°4
instant tea Make it by the glass
Or quart

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

SALE ENDS

r

your layorle ..•
ipe wits this 4-quiielectric , ice [teafreezer teeth sissy '
clean parts

1

FREEZER
1391

REQ.

ELECTRIC "ICE CREAM"

LIMIT 1

46°

25 SCI e Or Roses
Aluminum Foil Its
ideal 10, storing.
neerng or baking
food

FOIL
l$
l
6
..

•

a

REG. 344 EA.,

ROSES"ALUMINUM"

REG
lifet

CHARCOAL

LIGHTER

•

Package of 51 Sty
rotoarn cups tilesil..e
,
tor hot or cold ......"'
drinks 6 1 ounce Wit
capacity each

CUPS

380

PKG. OF 51 STYRO

11111116.21

gm
•240
... nd (8.3. oz.).
I.*
rift
'suutneD A

SOUPOcup

TORS Mel
IS Sti16.0161
10 FAIRY
SIII OUT

Shop Early!
Plenty of-unadvertised speckle
received too late to be Included
in this tabloid. Shop for these
bargains at your Roses store. ..

Please note
Due to the many outstanding savings offered, only
limited quantities will be
available on certain items.
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ROSES ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY

•
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*SAVINGS

10 LB.(NET WT.) BAGS

99,

never

aa

3
BICENTENNIALL*
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BARB-0-LITE CHARCOAL

Susie Of 5005

NESTEA®
'INSTANT"
TEA

Pure 100% Tea

needs oiling

grills

20 inch 2-speed portable fans feature balanced blades. child sale

16 97

FANS
SAVE
37RE
3.21

TWO-SPEED
"PORTABLE"

Features "child safe"
grill for protection...

" t•
'
" ,-:.
R —

Fast drying latex paint Gripless Quart site can of
PEG
wall paint in decorative colors and Bartz-O-Lite
644
house paiht in white only Gal size quick haS Of) OCI

REG.
3.97

GAL.

296
347
HOUSE PAINT

REG.
3.66

ROSES
"LATEX"
PAINT

"

co S.°
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E g cA

omSteu rt' •<
/•.
5
E.'
a g
1:5
,4 0. nt .-t •
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SALE STARTS
JUNE 30

Roses offers you quality
paint at prices to fit your
budget...

WALL PAINT

.. •,<

'
c• .P 6

'

H
m 0,
a 2i.
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pc s. 5- • A eb i•-•

ROSES
SPECIAL
nqr

E:q
;
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Waltz length gowns or
baby doll pajamas by
Denise lingerie Made from
a cotton/polyester blend in
delicate pastels or white
Baby doll sizes S to L
Waltz gown sizes S to XL

REGULAR 2.96

26

SAVE 700

LADIES
'BABY DOLLS'
Or
WALTZ
LENGTH
GOWNS

Care-free polyester
and cotton in delicate
pastel colors...

LUiurs

'
12

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

76
1 PAIR

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

2"

Full cut design for complete comfort...

own skin 100% polyester bra
comes in five delicate colors Sizes
A cup-32 to 36. B cup-32 to 38, and
C cup-34 to 40

isper Foam Bra

Gives you a flattering fit with comfort...

stt

Girls cotton tank tops designed
with scoop neck and no
sleeves Available in many
prints with contrasting color
on neck and armhole binding Sizes 8 to 14 and
4 to 6X

Ladies skin tilting comfort
briefs are made of Lycra-Antri,
Styled with double-panel front and
elastic bands Available in many
saucy colors One size Its all

2.50

REG.

s2

Made of iony-wearing ei• •
tale mesh Ladies panties REG•
are full cut for complete 43e
comfort Pastels or basic EACH
white Sizes 5 to 7

35' no

SAVE
OP TO

147

Ladies "Sport" Briefs Ladies"Mesh" Panties

Skin fitting comfort...one size tits all...

VVomens casuals designed
with an open toe Wide range ot colors to choose from Sizes 6 to 10.
Girls designed with sling back
sizes 10 to 3

"Ice Cream" Casuals

Co/ors for every outfit in 100`)/0 Vinyl...

ROSES
7R
SPECIAL
PRICE
rACF
_,)tfon Designed With CB or mod sayings on the front in striking colors
S to XL. Boys sizes S to Land Jr. Boys sizes 4 to 7. .

RFPEscEIAs

HIRTS
MENS', BOYS, Or JR. BOYS "PRINTED" T-S
. BOYS

100% cotton with "brilliantly colored- novelty prints on front...

1

GIRLS 8
GIRLS 4 to 6X
16 REG.
156
1.96

S
GIRLS TANK TOP
to 14

100% cotton in fancy prints for
cool summer wear...

vvA

6E?

96°

MOTOR 0

PhIBT-World's Fulegt

Metal caulking guns with slotted
end-cap for faster loading

1.78

REG.

Caulking Guns

LUCITE"
IHIES IN AN

LUCITE
'louse Paint

I GAL.

46°

29
Keep your car running its
best with heavy duty, all
climate Valvoline oil. Quart
size cans_

REG
784

VALVOLINE
MOTOR
OIL

"QT.SIZE"
Heavy Duty
10W40

STORAGE
SHELVING
10.11$

76

76'

—

Restores pep and power 8 fluid
ounce size

REG.
99t

STP Gas Treatment

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE
Full
All metal with lift-out trays
length hinge with positive-lock,
draw bar

476

2.000

96'

LIMIT 1

e•-•\

7

96' 12 fl oz Turtle Wax car wax with new
"High Gloss' formula Cleans and
shines to a -hard shell finish"

REG.
1.37

TURTLE WAX

12-Fluid Ounces

For use .0 cars, trucks, tractors, diesels or boats 15 fluid ounce cans

REG
PEG
1.17

STP Oil Treatment

LIMIT 2

e rope

376

65 ft polyptc.,,
lb capacity

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

Heavy Duty Hoist

Flag designed Spirit Of 76 mailbox
Ideal for this Bicentennial era

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

MAILBOX

SPIRIT OF'76

Bicentennial Design...

Sale non-toxic
'
dry chemical fire ROSES
extinguisher for
SPECIAL
fighting grease.
oil -;:isoline or PRICE
el,- , ,ii tires

NON-TOXIC "FIRE"
EXTINGUISHERS
76
76
REG.

Steel Tool Box

4-steel shelves
adds neat storage
anywhere in you,
home Measure in
size 60"x12"x30"

Retractable blade, scrapes paints,
stickers from glass. etc

Superb quality to keep your
car running its best...

MOTOR 0II ,
NET 32 FL. Oz

pai

ItivoLINE

*First-world* F

QUARTS

- .. ... .,
1111
LIMIT 6

mois-

REG
58c

2176°

.
Seals out we,' •
ture indoors or out 11 fl oz

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

Razor Blade Scraper

Caulking Cartridges

Dries to a protective sheet Lets moisture out.
wont let weather in Protects from Cracking and
peeling. Gallon size in white only.

REG.
12.76

PAINT

LUCITE® HOUS

better because
it's DuPont!

like orThick, creamy, easy to use It doesn't dry
velvet
dinary paints - so there's less Mess Dries
flat in 30 minutes Gallon size in many colors

REG.
9.99

PAINT

!LUCITE® WAL

a HOW% opt

UPUJJla.LUCITE
Pae

N.•••••

•••

stack without Sticking

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

Rubbermaid* ice cube trays that
stack without sticking. trays interlock
Ice cube bins tor storing extra ice

TRAYS

2,099e

SINS 1 19
sa.

SET

di 26

ICE TRAY AND BIN

Sc. trays easily

Great for salads.
.i• . „
,
storage and cookouts lotally unbreakable IncludeS 1 large
salad bowl, 4 individual bowls, and 1 big spoon and fork

7 PIECE SALAD SETS

Great for salads soups. Cereals, and cook-outs .

EACH

'f1 r7f, hsr,

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

COLA GLASSES

Useful and practical Clear glasses
with a bubble top Twelve glasses
n each case each with a 12 ounce

capacity

SR
I
:FC
EE
Z

Packs04 of twelve "Old Time"style

-ayes time and fuel and tenderizes naturally
Features unbreakable automatic control, polished aluminum casing and cooking at 15 lbs
pressure Four quart capac4

CASE

2

1 1 76

"MIRRO"PRESSURE COOKER

Cuts cooking time1
in

. 21 *

7-39.

THIS 'Tail
IS SUBJECT
TO tacit
Slit OUT

3

$

76C

1 56

76!.

48C

Chrome Finish

LIMIT 2

Windex with Ammonia U makes
glass sparkle and leaves no
streakS Dozens of uses 20,1 oz

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

20 FL. OZ.
WINDEX

Children will love drinking from
these cute puppy mugs Complete with snap-on hat 8 straw
in%ide

97c

PUPPY
MUGS

Straw Included

LIMIT 2

All purpose Ll.i or - ren
most common soils and cleans
most surfaces - indoors and out
64 fluid ounces

Reg.
1.87

Formula "409REFILLS

64 fluid ounces...

LIMIT 2

So easy to use - lust hang in
the tank to self-clean and deodorize around the clock 7 fl oz

SPECIAL
PRICE

ROSES

AUTOMATIC
VANISH

12 fluid ounces...

LIMIT 3

Available in four fragrances wild rose, powder room, bouquet. and hor hal Net wt 707

SPECIAL
PRICE

ROSES

RENUZIT
ROOM
FRESHENER

Four fragrances...

276
Barbecue without a motorized
spit Features bright chrome finish and closed end to prevent
food trom falling out

SPECIAL
PRICE

ROSES

- COOK-OUT
GRILL
BASKET

1111111111M1111

76

These traditionally designed replicas can be,used
as umbrella stands, flower stands, oreven
wastebaskets. Each plastic replica is decorated
to commemorate the bicentennial with the
Bald Eagle on a solid white background.

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

MILK CAN, JUG
OAL SCUTTLE
OR DRUM

"DECORATIVE BICENTENNIAL"

Roses otters you four traditionally
designed replicas from the
American Heritage Collection...

•

SUNSUITS
Toddlers
cumbed
Care-tree IOU
CottOn Wide range of colors in sizes 12 or 3

ance 52x11" Tie backs included

EACH

76

VALANCE

PAIR

76

CURTAINS

56

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRI4E

4ents car,.
mth rubber cap
to5r 1long
12e. :
10
3* s
aT5 htoil(15
:
s
td es
gents

Childs or
sneakers

2.27

176

SNEAKERS

"Canvas" CAP-TOE

pecorator pillows designed in charming prints with 2', all around ruffle
10004 Polyurethane foam filling Select
15- round or square design

Slightly irregular

76!011.

RE v. 1.59

q76
gh. EACH

176
EACH
Bicentennial woven rugs design
with fringed ends Machine washable 8 dryable Measures 24x47

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

'Bicentennial"
WOVEN RUGS

Completely color-fast

17"x 28" vinyl welcome mats
Eagle design with bicentennial
emblem and numerals 1776-1976

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

"Bicentennial"
ELCOME MATS

Docorative Pa p1
.flogign

36

ROSES
SPECIAL
1 EACH
PRICE
Bicentennial design on one side
corduroy on the other. 1" foam
tilled c.ie,• veil ,:), pen or goo

"Bicentennial"
CHAIR PADS

Orris-Inch loam tilled..

Sd
plaY
Suring 1
wide X 3 ydS

Availat_
10 12 buts
youths 10'1 to 2 Choose
Americana navy. or It blue

OXFORDS

REG.
3.37

26
7

Woven pl ,,
wide band
IR). •
elastic back Perm a
press in sizes 310 6.

SHORTS

66

ii?E?

"Canvas" BASKETBALL GIRLS 3 to tit "BOXER"

15" ROUND Or SQUARE
DECORATOR PILLOWS

Charming prints with "all around" 21
/
2"ruffle...

TODDLERS "TERRY"

4

k
if

ill
-.
et Classic design Cape Cod curtains
, and matching valance Care-free
.,, Fortrel Avril blend in four delicate
colors Tiers measure 60x36' . val.

CAPE COD CURTAINS
And VALANCES

TOWELS

Standard size cotton towels and matching washcloths Choose from 5 pastel colors or basic white

WASHCLOTHS

CO

Dell

10"

EACH

199

4

1000/s vinyl hose with solid brass couplings '2 inch diameter by 50 feet

2.66

REG.

76'

pots Comes in an array of colors

40 inch hanging ropes fit most baskets or

99t

REG.

!

I

18"

kam
o.1inklim
imoini
u%sl
.%
0
Illialla..

REG.
23.5

CB ANTENNA

Fits on trunk or rooftop

Ado

Includes hex key .enches rubber washer, 17
foot coaxial cable with
PL.259 Connecter ioadmg coil whip, mounting
bracket and cup

Fits most baskets or pots...

These mahogany stain finished plantsting
ers are styled in seven intere
,a
shapes—a spinning wheel, a fiddle
wishbanjo, a compote, a rickshaw, a
for
ing well, and a cannon. Designed
long lasting beauty_

5

76

REGULARLY 7.99

PLANTERS

WOODCRAFT

7 interesting styles
with mahogany stain
finish

REG.
9.95

ROSES fl97
SPECIAL
PRICE

76

9

EACH

use

different

kinds of film

REG.
23.97

1976

REG
5.64
s in
For daylight and flash picture
ac
list 60 cnrnnds Makes talunq

4

Seel From Jim 300,
to.My 3,6

EA•

276

Mask is made of querlity rubber with wide view
vision and contoured facial skirt for perfect
seal Snorkel is made of quality hi-grade Plastic with comfort fit mouth piece

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

SWIM MASK &
SNORKEL SET

Designed for complete
safety.

Perfect for travel or at home use Case
folds to protect clock while traveling an01
in us.
opens for a convenient Stand when
Comes in wide - in of colors

7

seeing in the dark

CLOCKS
76
REG.
'

Compact,lightweight...
Luminous dial for

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

sulation.

Features tough, leak
proof liner, rustproof
hardware, reinforced
lid and extra thick in-

SAVE
40C

1

EACH

27
Tray Design entitled "Liberty commemorates our Bicentennial Features brass color
metal tray
frames and a spacious 17 x12

REG.
1.67

1760.

••••

5

in a spray
6-12 Plus insect repellent
biting
can keeps mosquitoes from
Net weight 7 oz

1.37

REG.

6-12 PLUS

...
7-Ounce(Net Wt.) cans

88

ROSES LOW PRICE

ZEBCO 202
ROD AND REEL

Stainless spinnerhead...

a picnicChoose one or all "Lets have
54" x
items —package of 12 plates one
56 in I.
at
rated
(perfo
cover
table
112
30 - 2 ply napkins, or 12 - 9 oz Cups

89c 13'EA

REG. SAVE

PAPER
ENSEMBLE

"Let's have a picnic"...

SAVINGS

93ICEN7ENNIAL

Metal Tray Tables

Baked-on enamel finish...

1

388

ROSES LOW PRICE

THERMOS Brand
ICE CHEST

55-quart capacity

awfwellffill010

1276
227"6
2
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

Polacolor 2
Type 108 Film
57

60 Hz supply.

tures vernier tuning, automatic frequency control, tone
control, earphone jack, AC
Power jack and automatic
battery disconnect.
Grundig's AM-FM Solid State
portable radio featuring automatic frequency control (selectable) tone control, earphone jack, and AC cord for
connection to 110-120V 50-

This AM-FM solid state portable radio by Grundig fea-

Grundig's miniature AM-FM
weather portable radio features earphone jack and fine
tuning. Can be carried anywhere for your convenience.

TRAVEL ALARM

100
EACH

C.

B.

A.

Model PR305

C.

AM-FM PORTABLE RADIOS
BY GRUNDIG

PR 19

Model

Model
PR18

Gives eight beau
4"x 41/4'
/
Mu!31
color prints

REG.
1.37
EA.

FM
FINS
EVELOPIN
"p 4114,..•▪
100
71pir
PRICE
M 12,
i OFFONWAR
t
%O.s
C110/
12
C126/
20.
C110/
Or C126/20

p

Don't let Memories slip away.
film
be prepared with plenty of
Select C110 or C126 Kodak
Color Film with 12 exposures

C110-12 OR C126-12
KODACOLOR II FILM

LIMIT 2 EACH

its easy to make excellent instant pictures with the Super
Shooter Polaroid camera Features electric eye and' uses
Polacolor II film See your pictures in rust 60 seconds

,

All flags are 100 0 n 0011. waterproof, quick
ully m
drying, and lightweight to fly beautif
light breezes Approx. 3 ft. x 5 ft.

PRICE

U.S. FLAGS
ROSES
76
SPECIAL

Lets you

b

Super Shooter Camera

Bennington 76, Betsy
Ross or 50 Stars...

Is inscribed
8 high replica of the Liberty Bell
um with black
inside with 1776-1976 Alumin
tone
Great
rust
not
polyester finish will

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

TDOOR
INDOAOLUL

Weather resistant aluminum
for indoor or outdoor use...

Prevent tomorrows
loss by protecting
today Makes your
car stereo remove
Ole and portable to
prevent theft

LOCK MOUNT

For tape player or CB...

88"

23 CHANNEL CB RADIO

nel
Complete with crystals for each chan

control
Features built-in automatic modulation
Circuit, boating chassis for pOsitIve-negative ground
max 4
speaker
built-in
Front plug-on microphone
lack, PA
watts output power. external speaker
d
lack. and FCC license application include

GARDEN HOSE HANGING ROPE

'2-Inch x 50-Foot.

high with four arms

pianter stands in
&MAIL
will look good
three decorative styles
anywhere in your home Gee stands
ancrher
24- high with a 12- top.
scalstands 26" high with a square
36 '
loped tray and the third stands

REG.
15.00

WOODEN
PLANT STANDS

24". 26" OR 36" HIGH

Three lovely styles

SAVINGS

'BICENTENNIAL
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LET US PUT YOU IN
FANTASTIC BICENTENNIAL SAVING

